
DREAM TOURS 
PROGRAMA DE ACTIVIDADES PREVIAS Y POSTERIORES AL JAMBOREE 

SCOUT MUNDIAL COREA- 2023 

 
1. PRE - ACTIVIDADES  

 
Pre Tour (Jul. 28 ~ Aug. 1, 2023) 

Destination No. Name Date 

Fare 

KRW 
US

D 

Seoul 

1 Pre 1A.  Seoul highlight 2nights 3days 348,000 319 

2 Pre 1B.  Old & New Seoul 2nights 3days 345,000 317 

3 Pre 1C.  Seoul, the center of K-pop culture 3nights 4days 493,000 452 

4 Pre 1D.  Exploring Seoul freely 2nights 3days 296,000 272 

5 Pre 1E.  Exploring Seoul freely 3nights 4days 403,000 370 

6 Pre 1F.  Exploring Seoul freely 4nights 5days 511,000 469 

Seoul  
&  

Gyeonggi-do 

7 Pre 1-1.  Seoul highlight & DMZ 2nights 3days 334,000 306 

8 Pre 1-2.  Exploring Seoul freely & DMZ 3nights 4days 427,000 392 

9 Pre 1-3.  Seoul highlight & Korean Folk Village 2nights 3days 336,000 308 

10 Pre 1-4.  Exploring Seoul freely & Korean Folk Village 3nights 4days 429,000 394 

11 Pre 1-5.  Seoul highlight & Nami Island 2nights 3days 366,000 336 

12 Pre 1-3.  Exploring Seoul freely. & Nami Island  3nights 4days 458,000 420 

Gangwon-do 13 
Pre 2.    East of Korea with beautiful natural scenery, 

 Gangwon-do 
2nights 3days 362,000 332 

Seoul &  
Gangwon-do 

14 
Pre 2-1.  Seoul highlight & East of Korea with beautiful 

 natural scenery, Gangwon-do 
3nights 4days 494,000 453 

15 
Pre 2-2.  Exploring Seoul freely & East of Korea with 

 beautiful natural scenery, Gangwon-do 
3nights 4days 486,000 446 

16 
Pre 2-3.  Exploring Seoul freely & East of Korea with 
          beautiful natural scenery, Gangwon-do 

4nights 5days 598,000 549 

Andong/Gyeongju 17 Pre 3.    Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 2nights 3days 331,000 304 

Seoul &  
Andong/Gyeongju 

18 
Pre 3-1.  Seoul highlight &  

Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 
3nights 4days 497,000 456 

19 
Pre 3-2.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 
3nights 4days 465,000 427 

20 
Pre 3-3.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 
4nights 5days 583,000 535 

Busan 21 Pre 4.    The beautiful port city of Busan 2nights 3days 387,000 355 

Seoul & Busan 

22 
Pre 4-1.  Seoul highlight &  

The beautiful port city Busan 
3nights 4days 528,000 484 

23 
Pre 4-2.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 
3nights 4days 486,000 446 

24 
Pre 4-3.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 
4nights 5days 594,000 545 

Jeolla-do 25 Pre 5.    Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do 2nights 3days 304,000 279 

Seoul & Jeolla-do 

26 
Pre 5-1.  Seoul highlight &  

Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do 
3nights 4days 447,000 410 

27 
Pre 5-2.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do 
3nights 4days 452,000 415 



28 
Pre 5-3.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do 
4nights 5days 559,000 513 

Chungcheong-do 29 Pre 6.    UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo 2nights 3days 334,000 306 

Seoul &  
Chungcheong-do 

30 
Pre 6-1.  Seoul highlight &  

UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo 
3nights 4days 469,000 430 

31 
Pre 6-2.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo 
3nights 4days 463,000 425 

32 
Pre 6-3.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo 
4nights 5days 571,000 524 

 
 
 

2. POST-ACTIVIDADES 

Post Tour (Jul. 28 ~ Aug. 1, 2023) 

Destination No. Name Date 
Fare 

KRW USD 

Seoul 

1 Post 1A.  Seoul highlight 2nights 3days 367,000 337 

2 Post 1B.  Old & New Seoul 2nights 3days 364,000 334 

3 Post 1C.  Seoul, the center of K-pop culture 3nights 4days 512,000 470 

4 Post 1D.  Exploring Seoul freely 2nights 3days 321,000 294 

5 Post 1E.  Exploring Seoul freely 3nights 4days 429,000 394 

6 Post 1F.  Exploring Seoul freely 4nights 5days 537,000 493 

Seoul  
&  

Gyeonggi-do 

7 Post 1-1.  Seoul highlight & DMZ 2nights 3days 353,000 324 

8 Post 1-2.  Exploring Seoul freely & DMZ 3nights 4days 445,000 408 

9 Post 1-3.  Seoul highlight & Korean Folk Village 2nights 3days 348,000 319 

10 Post 1-4.  Exploring Seoul freely & Korean Folk Village 3nights 4days 447,000 410 

11 Post 1-5.  Seoul highlight & Nami Island 2nights 3days 384,000 352 

12 Post 1-3.  Exploring Seoul freely. & Nami Island  3nights 4days 492,000 451 

Gangwon-do 13 
Post 2.    East of Korea with beautiful natural scenery, 

  Gangwon-do 
2nights 3days 392,000 360 

Seoul &  
Gangwon-do 

14 
Post 2-1.  Seoul highlight & East of Korea with 

  Beautiful natural scenery, Gangwon-do 
3nights 4days 533,000 489 

15 
Post 2-2.  Exploring Seoul freely & East of Korea with 

  beautiful natural scenery, Gangwon-do 
3nights 4days 517,000 474 

16 
Post 2-3.  Exploring Seoul freely & East of Korea with 
           beautiful natural scenery, Gangwon-do 

4nights 5days 625,000 573 

Andong/Gyeongju 17 Post 3.    Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 2nights 3days 352,000 323 

Seoul &  
Andong/Gyeongju 

18 
Post 3-1.  Seoul highlight &  

Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 
3nights 4days 487,000 447 

19 
Post 3-2.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 
3nights 4days 463,000 425 

20 
Post 3-3.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Historic city Andong and Gyeongju 
4nights 5days 573,000 526 

Busan 21 Post 4.    The beautiful port city of Busan 2nights 3days 405,00 372 

Seoul & Busan 

22 
Post 4-1.  Seoul highlight &  

The beautiful port city Busan 
3nights 4days 552,000 506 

23 
Post 4-2.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

The beautiful port city of Busan 
3nights 4days 525,000 482 

24 
Post 4-3.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

The beautiful port city of Busan 
4nights 5days 646,000 593 

Jeolla-do 25 Post 5.    Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do 2nights 3days 332,000 305 



Seoul & Jeolla-do 

26 
Post 5-1.  Seoul highlight &  

Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do 
3nights 4days 488,000 448 

27 
Post 5-2.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do 
3nights 4days 459,000 421 

28 
Post 5-3.  Exploring Seoul freely &  

Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do 
4nights 5days 567.000 520 

Chungcheong-do 29 Post 6.    UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo 2nights 3days 352,000 323 

Seoul &  
Chungcheong-do 

30 
Post 6-1.  Seoul highlight & UNESCO World Heritage  

City, Gongju, Buyeo 
3nights 4days 492,000 451 

31 
Post 6-2.  Exploring Seoul freely & UNESCO World  

Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo 
3nights 4days 465,000 427 

32 
Post 6-3.  Exploring Seoul freely & UNESCO World  

Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo 
4nights 5days 573,000 526 

 
 

2. Announcement 
 

- This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
- As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, 
and the price can be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed 
price will be informed to each person who reserved.  
- The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight 
schedule) and local circumstances. 
 
 

3. Specialized Service 
 

1) Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

① ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2) The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

① Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

② Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3) A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

① One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

② Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

③ Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be 
possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Seoul Highlight / 2 nights 3 days  

Pre 1A. 
 

Itinerare 

Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 348,000won ($319) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Lotte World / Free time (10:00~15:00) 
* Free pass included / Free lunch * 

- Hongdae street & Campus tour  
(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 

- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 
 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

 
 
 



 
 
 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1A. 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 367,000won ($337) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2 nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date 
Locat

ion 
Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Galbitang  
(Short Rib Soup) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Lotte World / Free time (10:00~15:00) 
* Free pass included / Free lunch * 

- Hongdae street & Campus tour  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



 
 
 

Seoul 

(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 
- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheo
n 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

▶ Destination 
 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to as the 

Northern Palace because its location is furthest north when compared to 

the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung (Eastern Palace) and 

Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the 

most beautiful, and remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon dynasty, 

Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion 

have remained relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the 

representative art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly 

covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of Cheonggyecheon Stream. The 



square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional 

stonework that is colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the 

restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that 

provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the stream, 

as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of 

the area. The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

 

* Lotte World 

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 



 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place where old but precious traditional 



goods are on display. There is one main road in Insa-dong with 

alleys on each side. Within these alleys are galleries, traditional 

restaurants, teahouses, and cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and 

restaurants are the perfect complement to the galleries. They 

are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-

dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

Old & New Seoul / 2nights 3days 

Pre 1B. 
 

Itinerare 

Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 345,000won ($317) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 



7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Lotte World Tower SEOUL SKY (Observatory) 
- The National Museum of Korea 
- Gwangjang Market 
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 
- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
- Myeong Dong Shopping Street 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 
 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 
2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 
2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  
3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1B. 
 

Itinerare 



Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 364,000won ($334) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Galbitang  
(Short Rib Soup) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Lotte World Tower SEOUL SKY (Observatory) 
- The National Museum of Korea 
- Gwangjang Market 
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 
- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
- Myeong Dong Shopping Street 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 
 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 
2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 
2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  
3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

▶ Destination 

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 



* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World Tower SEOUL SKY 

SEOUL SKY is located on floors 117-123 of Lotte World Tower, 

the nation's tallest and the world's fifth tallest building. The 

observatory offers a panoramic view of the entire capital city, 

beautiful both day and night. SEOUL SKY is comprised of an 

exhibition zone, observation deck, sky deck, dessert cafe, sky 

terrace, lounge, and more. 

To get to Seoul Sky, visitors have to take the Sky Shuttle, a 

double-deck elevator that reaches a speed of 600 meters per minute. The one-minute ride feels 

quite short while watching the videos playing on the walls and ceiling. While waiting for the elevator 

up, visitors can enjoy art in the exhibition zone in basement levels 1-2. The exhibition includes 

artwork displaying the history, culture, and pride of Korea's foundation and success over the 

centuries. Visitors can also purchase Seoul Sky merchandise from the gift shop to remember their 

trip or give as a souvenir. The observation deck has two story-high glass windows for an 

uninterrupted view. The Sky Deck, located at 478 meters, holds the Guinness World Record as the 

highest glass-floored observatory in the world. On days when visibility is limited, visitors can still 

enjoy a clear sky through the Sky Theater. The 120 floor holds the Sky Terrace, open to the elements. 

 

* The National Museum of Korea 

The National Museum of Korea houses a vast collection of over 

220,000 artifacts from ancient times to the modern era in a 

wide range of topics, including art and culture. The museum 

houses a Children's Museum, where visitors can learn more 

about the nation's history through educational programs and 

experiences. The outdoor grounds feature pagodas and other 

stone artworks too large to be on display inside. 

 

In addition to galleries with a wide array of national and international pieces, the National Museum 



of Korea is the stage for a number of cultural activities related to collection, preservation, research 

and analysis, social training, academic publications, intercultural exchange programs, concerts, and 

more. 

 

* Gwangjang Market 

Gwangjang Market was the first permanent market in Korea 

and continues to thrive as a popular tourist destination today. 

The name Gwangjang means "to gather from afar and keep 

altogether." The market began as a small trading center that 

brought in goods from nearby regions, but has now grown into 

a large wholesale market selling a variety of goods, including 

upholstery, imported goods, groceries, dried fish, traditional 

goods, and more. The most popular section of the market is the food street connected to the East 

Gate, North Gate 2, and South Gate 1. The food street caters to a wide range of patrons due to the 

plethora of menus available. It is also one of the most recommended tourist attraction for 

international travelers. 

* Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall 

 

Built in 1396, Hanyang City Wall, also known as 

Hanyangdoseong or the Seoul City Wall, has protected Seoul 

for over 600 years. Even though some parts were demolished 

through modernization, it has kept its original form well to be 

designated as a valuable cultural asset.  

 

Located inside Dongdaemun City Wall Park, Seoul City Wall Museum exhibits historical artifacts 

relating to the transformation of the city, and has a permanent exhibition hall, special exhibition 

hall, information center and multi-purpose lecture room. 

 

 

* Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP) 

 

Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP) has a meaning of Dream, 

Design, and Play. It holds various exhibitions, fashion shows, 

forums, conferences, and other domestic and international 

events. The building complex is divided into sections, which are 

named Allimteo, Beaumteo, Sallimteo, DDP Design Museum, 

Design Market & Eoullim Plaza, and Dongdaemun History & 

Culture Park. Designed by world-renowned architect Zaha 

Hadid, the building's exterior attracts the attention of many photographers with its delicate curves 

and bold shapes. 



 

 

* Myeong Dong Shopping Street 

 

Myeongdong is probably the most famous shopping area in 

Seoul. There are several department stores, huge international 

labels like Nike, H&M, Forever 21, etc. as well as local brands.  

This is also the best place for Korean beauty products as a lot 

of Korea’s best beauty brands have their flagship stores in 

Myeongdong.  

Shopping here can be a bit overwhelming, but you have 

endless shopping and food options to choose from! 

 

 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 



are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

Seoul, the center of K-pop culture / 3nights 4days  

Pre 1C. 
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 493,000won ($452) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   3nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 



Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- K-POP Dance Class  
(The studio worked with many famous K-pop idols such as  
Jay Park, MAMAMOO, Jessi, etc) 

- Hallyu K-Star Road 
- Seoul Instagram Tour  
(Discover Seoul most Instagramable places!) 
Iwha Mural Village (60’s school uniform rental) 
 

Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae  

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 
 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Lotte World Tower SEOUL SKY (Observatory) 
- The National Museum of Korea 
- Gwangjang Market  
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 
- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
- Myeong Dong Shopping Street 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 
 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving airport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 



※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1C. 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 512,000won ($470) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   3nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Galbitang  
(Short Rib Soup) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- K-POP Dance Class  
(The studio worked with many famous K-pop idols such as  
Jay Park, MAMAMOO, Jessi, etc) 

- Hallyu K-Star Road 
- Seoul Instagram Tour  
(Discover Seoul most Instagramable places!) 
Iwha Mural Village (60’s school uniform rental) 
 

Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae  

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Lotte World Tower SEOUL SKY (Observatory) 
- The National Museum of Korea 
- Gwangjang Market  
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 
- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
- Myeong Dong Shopping Street 
 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 
 



Seoul Return to accommodation and free time 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

▶ Destination 

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 



roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located 

at the starting point of Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, 

created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of 

traditional stonework that is colorful yet refined. The plaza also 

includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors 

with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. 

At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the 

stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. The area 

commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes gathering, 

harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* K-POP Dance Class 

 

A Must-do experience for K-POP fans 

Learn K-pop dance in the biggest dance studio in Korea 

The studio worked with many famous K-pop idols such as Jay 

Park, MAMAMOO, Jessi, etc 

Learn K-POP dance in the biggest dance studio/management 

agency in Korea. Located in the up and coming Seongsoo 

neighborhood, the 4-story studio provides all-round services 

related to dance from group classes to private lessons. Experience the joy of dancing with the 

leading choreographers in Korea. 

 

 

* Hallyu K-Star Road 

 



The road is separated into four zones: A Zone, the area 

between Dosan Park Sageori Intersection and Hakdong Sageori 

Intersection; B Zone, the area between Hakdong Sageori 

Intersection and Cheongdam Sageori Intersection; C Zone, the 

area between Cheongdam Sageori Intersection and southern 

crossroad of Yeongdongdaegyo Bridge; and D Zone, the area 

between Dosan Park Sageori Intersection and Sinsa Station 

Sageori Intersection. In particular, D Zone includes Sinsadong Garosu-gil Road, a popular spot in 

Seoul 

 

 

* Seoul Instagram Tour  

 

Visit Seoul's trendiest places and take some Insta worthy shots and create amazing memories from 

your trip to South Korea. 

 

Iwha Mural Village (60’s school uniform rental) 

60’s school uniform rental & Iwha Mural Village  

Time to dress up, first we will make a stop at the Unifrom 

rental shop to change into 60’s Korean school uniforms then 

the shooting can start. It will put you right away in the vibe of 

the village and you will feel like a high schooler wondering 

after school.  Appreciate Seoul’s street art in Ihwa Mural 

Village. In 2006, to save this small deserted village of Seoul, 

the government decided to let artists transform this place and the result is worth it for sure. This 

place is definitely Instagram-worthy with all the colorful murals. After the end of the tour, we will 

bring back the uniforms back before heading to our next destination. 

 

* Lotte World Tower SEOUL SKY 

SEOUL SKY is located on floors 117-123 of Lotte World Tower, 

the nation's tallest and the world's fifth tallest building. The 

observatory offers a panoramic view of the entire capital city, 

beautiful both day and night. SEOUL SKY is comprised of an 

exhibition zone, observation deck, sky deck, dessert cafe, sky 

terrace, lounge, and more. 

 

To get to Seoul Sky, visitors have to take the Sky Shuttle, a double-deck elevator that reaches a 

speed of 600 meters per minute. The one-minute ride feels quite short while watching the videos 

playing on the walls and ceiling. While waiting for the elevator up, visitors can enjoy art in the 

exhibition zone in basement levels 1-2. The exhibition includes artwork displaying the history, 



culture, and pride of Korea's foundation and success over the centuries. Visitors can also purchase 

Seoul Sky merchandise from the gift shop to remember their trip or give as a souvenir. The 

observation deck has two story-high glass windows for an uninterrupted view. The Sky Deck, located 

at 478 meters, holds the Guinness World Record as the highest glass-floored observatory in the 

world. On days when visibility is limited, visitors can still enjoy a clear sky through the Sky Theater. 

The 120 floor holds the Sky Terrace, open to the elements. 

 

* The National Museum of Korea 

The National Museum of Korea houses a vast collection of over 

220,000 artifacts from ancient times to the modern era in a 

wide range of topics, including art and culture. The museum 

houses a Children's Museum, where visitors can learn more 

about the nation's history through educational programs and 

experiences. The outdoor grounds feature pagodas and other 

stone artworks too large to be on display inside. 

 

In addition to galleries with a wide array of national and international pieces, the National Museum 

of Korea is the stage for a number of cultural activities related to collection, preservation, research 

and analysis, social training, academic publications, intercultural exchange programs, concerts, and 

more. 

 

* Gwangjang Market 

Gwangjang Market was the first permanent market in Korea 

and continues to thrive as a popular tourist destination today. 

The name Gwangjang means "to gather from afar and keep 

altogether." The market began as a small trading center that 

brought in goods from nearby regions, but has now grown into 

a large wholesale market selling a variety of goods, including 

upholstery, imported goods, groceries, dried fish, traditional 

goods, and more. The most popular section of the market is the food street connected to the East 

Gate, North Gate 2, and South Gate 1. The food street caters to a wide range of patrons due to the 

plethora of menus available. It is also one of the most recommended tourist attraction for 

international travelers. 

* Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall 

 

Built in 1396, Hanyang City Wall, also known as Hanyangdoseong or the Seoul City Wall, has 

protected Seoul for over 600 years. Even though some parts were demolished through 



modernization, it has kept its original form well to be 

designated as a valuable cultural asset.  

 

Located inside Dongdaemun City Wall Park, Seoul City Wall 

Museum exhibits historical artifacts relating to the 

transformation of the city, and has a permanent exhibition 

hall, special exhibition hall, information center and multi-purpose lecture room. 

 

 

* Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP) 

 

Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP) has a meaning of Dream, 

Design, and Play. It holds various exhibitions, fashion shows, 

forums, conferences, and other domestic and international 

events. The building complex is divided into sections, which are 

named Allimteo, Beaumteo, Sallimteo, DDP Design Museum, 

Design Market & Eoullim Plaza, and Dongdaemun History & 

Culture Park. Designed by world-renowned architect Zaha 

Hadid, the building's exterior attracts the attention of many photographers with its delicate curves 

and bold shapes. 

 

 

* Myeong Dong Shopping Street 

 

Myeongdong is probably the most famous shopping area in 

Seoul. There are several department stores, huge international 

labels like Nike, H&M, Forever 21, etc. as well as local brands.  

This is also the best place for Korean beauty products as a lot 

of Korea’s best beauty brands have their flagship stores in 

Myeongdong.  

Shopping here can be a bit overwhelming, but you have 

endless shopping and food options to choose from! 

 

 

 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon 

Hanok Village is home to hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to the Joseon 

dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. 



Today, many of these hanoks operate as cultural centers, 

guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in 

traditional Korean culture. As Bukchon Hanok Village is an 

actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised 

to be respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely / 2nights 3days  



Pre 1D.  
 

Itinerare 

Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 296,000won ($272) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi  

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1D.  
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 321,000won ($294) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Galbitang  
(Short Rib Soup) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi  

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 



1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price 

can be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is colorful yet 

refined. The plaza also includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye 

view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed 

commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains 

that add to the ambience of the area. The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream 



Restoration Project, and also symbolizes gathering, harmony, 

peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 



 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place where old but precious traditional 



goods are on display. There is one main road in Insa-dong with 

alleys on each side. Within these alleys are galleries, traditional 

restaurants, teahouses, and cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and 

restaurants are the perfect complement to the galleries. They 

are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-

dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely / 3nights 4days 

Pre 1E.  
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 403,000won ($370) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (48 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 



7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi  

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1E. 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 429,000won ($394) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (48 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   3nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi  

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 



 
Seoul 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 
 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 



Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    



 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 



straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-dong, a neighborhood known for its 

mixture of historical and modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, digital media, 

and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened 



on March 6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the 

concept of art into something fun, engaging and highly 

educational. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely / 4nights 5days 
Pre 1F.   

 
Itinerare 

Date July 28, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 511,000won ($469) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (4 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (72 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-28 (Fri) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-29 (Sat) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 72 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi  

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 74 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 



attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 
. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

Day 4 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 74 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Ssambapjeongsik  

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 5 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

 Post 1F.  
 

Itinerare 

 
Date 

Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 16, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 537,000won ($493) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (4 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 



4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (72 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Fri) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-29 (Sat) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 72 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi  

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 72 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 72 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Ssambapjeongsik  

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 5 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

 

▶ Destination 

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 



 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, with shops selling everything from 



clothing and cosmetics to living goods and books, as well as 

unique cafés and restaurants. The streets are also filled with 

buskers and dance performances, making a walk here quite 

entertaining. Special streets such as ateliers’ street (lined with 

private institutions for art students preparing for university 

entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and Club Street are also 

must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the 

Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place where old but precious traditional 

goods are on display. There is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within these 



alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and 

restaurants are the perfect complement to the galleries. They 

are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel 

like a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular 

among all age groups, because each one is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

Seoul highlight & DMZ / 2nights 3days  

Pre 1-1.  

 
Itinerare 

Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 334,000won ($306) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 



8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 

Paju 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Paju 
- DMZ Tour - The only site of division in the world 

Imjingak, The 3rd Tunnel, Dora Observatory 
- Paju Imjingak Peace Gondola ride 
- Camp Greaves DMZ Experience Center 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Hongdae street & Campus tour  
(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 

- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Samgyetang 

(Ginseng Chicken Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1-1. 



 
Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 353,000won ($324) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Galbitang  
(Short Rib Soup) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 

Paju 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Paju 
- DMZ Tour - The only site of division in the world 

Imjingak, The 3rd Tunnel, Dora Observatory 
- Paju Imjingak Peace Gondola ride 
- Camp Greaves DMZ Experience Center 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Hongdae street & Campus tour  
(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 

- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Samgyetang 

(Ginseng Chicken Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 
 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 



* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Imjingak 

Located approximately 56 kilometers from Seoul City Hall and 

7 kilometers from DMZ, Imjingak is an important part of Korean 

history. Imjingak Resort has various war-related artifacts as well 

as spacious Pyeonghwa Nuri Park. The resort preserves the 

Freedom Bridge and Imjingang rail bridge from the Korean War 

to remind people of the past, along with a Memorial Hall, 

memorial monuments and recreational areas. 

 

* The 3rd Tunnel 

The 3rd Tunnel was discovered by South Korea in 1978.  

It spans over 1,635m in length, 2m in width, and 2m in height 

and is located 52km from Seoul.  

It is estimated that approximately 30,000 soldiers could move 

through the tunnel per hour.  

The scale is similar to the 2nd Tunnel, but it was thought to be 

more threatening as an invasion tool than the 1st and 2nd 

Tunnels.  

Located only 4km away from Imjingak toward the southwest and 3.5km from the Tongilchon area, 

it is accessible by car in approximately 45 min from Seoul. 

 

* Dora Observatory 

Situated in Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do and at the northernmost point of the Military Demarcation Line, 

Dora Observatory replaced the previous Songaksan Observation Post. From the observatory, visitors 

can overlook North Korea, including Gaeseong, Songaksan, Kim Il-Sung Statue, and Cooperation 

Farm (Geumamgol). The observatory has 500 spectator seats, a VIP room, and a large parking area. 



It was first opened to the public in January 1987. 

 

* Paju Imjingak Peace Gondola 

Paju Imjingak Gondola logo is a representation of the DMZ, the 

Imjin River, and the image of the Gondola, which symbolizes 

peace, and represents Paju by providing a premium cable car 

service that is different from the previous one. At a height of 

up to 50 meters, Crystal Cruise’s flight is the best thing to see 

and offers unforgettable memories. 

During the ride you will get a bird’s eye view of the DMZ and 

will even get a glance at Camp Greaves, which was the filming location of the drama “Descendants 

of the Sun”. The camp is also famous for the 506th Regiment where the main character of the 

American drama “Band of Brothers” and the main character from “Saving Private Ryan”, were 

stationed. 

 

* Camp Greaves DMZ Experience Center 

Camp Greaves served as a camp base for the 506th US Second 

Infantry Division for about 50 years after the ceasefire 

agreement of the Korean War. The land was given back to the 

Korean government in 2007. The camp has been turned into a 

peace and security experience facility, and it is located 

approximately 2 kilometers away from the DMZ. It is also the 

first youth hostel to be located within a restricted area for 

civilians in Paju city. 

An entire building of the US Army officer quarters was remodeled into a youth hostel and can 

accommodate up to 240 guests. The hostel is comprised of an office, a small auditorium on the 

first floor, rooms on the second and third floors, and a large auditorium on the fourth floor. The 

camp offers diverse programs including educational programs. 

 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 



 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

 

 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 



a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & DMZ / 3nights 4days 

Pre 1-2. 
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 427,000won ($392) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2)) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 



 
 

Seoul 

- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 

Paju 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Paju 
- DMZ Tour - The only site of division in the world 
Imjingak, The 3rd Tunnel, Dora Observatory 

- Paju Imjingak Peace Gondola ride 
- Camp Greaves DMZ Experience Center 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Hongdae street & Campus tour  
(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 

- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1-2. 



 
Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 445,000won ($408) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2)) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date 
Locati

on 
Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Sundubujjigae  
(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 

Paju 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Paju 
- DMZ Tour - The only site of division in the world 
Imjingak, The 3rd Tunnel, Dora Observatory 

- Paju Imjingak Peace Gondola ride 
- Camp Greaves DMZ Experience Center 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Hongdae street & Campus tour  
(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 

- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheo
n 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 



1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

▶ Destination 

 

* Imjingak 

Located approximately 56 kilometers from Seoul City Hall and 

7 kilometers from DMZ, Imjingak is an important part of Korean 

history. Imjingak Resort has various war-related artifacts as well 

as spacious Pyeonghwa Nuri Park. The resort preserves the 

Freedom Bridge and Imjingang rail bridge from the Korean War 

to remind people of the past, along with a Memorial Hall, 

memorial monuments and recreational areas. 

 

* The 3rd Tunnel 

The 3rd Tunnel was discovered by South Korea in 1978.  

It spans over 1,635m in length, 2m in width, and 2m in height 

and is located 52km from Seoul. It is estimated that 

approximately 30,000 soldiers could move through the tunnel 

per hour.  

The scale is similar to the 2nd Tunnel, but it was thought to be 

more threatening as an invasion tool than the 1st and 2nd 

Tunnels.  

Located only 4km away from Imjingak toward the southwest and 3.5km from the Tongilchon area, 

it is accessible by car in approximately 45 min from Seoul. 

 

* Dora Observatory 

Situated in Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do and at the northernmost point of the Military Demarcation Line, 

Dora Observatory replaced the previous Songaksan Observation Post. From the observatory, visitors 



can overlook North Korea, including Gaeseong, Songaksan, Kim 

Il-Sung Statue, and Cooperation Farm (Geumamgol). The 

observatory has 500 spectator seats, a VIP room, and a large 

parking area. It was first opened to the public in January 1987. 

 

* Paju Imjingak Peace Gondola 

Paju Imjingak Gondola logo is a representation of the DMZ, the 

Imjin River, and the image of the Gondola, which symbolizes 

peace, and represents Paju by providing a premium cable car 

service that is different from the previous one. At a height of 

up to 50 meters, Crystal Cruise’s flight is the best thing to see 

and offers unforgettable memories. 

During the ride you will get a bird’s eye view of the DMZ and 

will even get a glance at Camp Greaves, which was the filming location of the drama “Descendants 

of the Sun”. The camp is also famous for the 506th Regiment where the main character of the 

American drama “Band of Brothers” and the main character from “Saving Private Ryan”, were 

stationed. 

* Camp Greaves DMZ Experience Center 

Camp Greaves served as a camp base for the 506th US Second 

Infantry Division for about 50 years after the ceasefire 

agreement of the Korean War. The land was given back to the 

Korean government in 2007. The camp has been turned into a 

peace and security experience facility, and it is located 

approximately 2 kilometers away from the DMZ. It is also the 

first youth hostel to be located within a restricted area for 

civilians in Paju city. 

An entire building of the US Army officer quarters was remodeled into a youth hostel and can 

accommodate up to 240 guests. The hostel is comprised of an office, a small auditorium on the 

first floor, rooms on the second and third floors, and a large auditorium on the fourth floor. The 

camp offers diverse programs including educational programs. 

 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, with shops selling everything from 

clothing and cosmetics to living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. The 

streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, making a walk here quite entertaining. 

Special streets such as ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students preparing for 

university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and Club Street are also must-go places for anyone 



hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

 

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is colorful yet 

refined. The plaza also includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye 

view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed 



commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the stream, as well 

as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of 

the area. The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon 

Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes gathering, 

harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

 

 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 



Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon 

Hanok Village is home to hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to the Joseon 

dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. 

Today, many of these hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, 

providing visitors with an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional 

Korean culture. As Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors 



are advised to be respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

Seoul highlight & Korean Folk Village / 2nights 3days  

Pre 1-3.  

 
Itinerare 

Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 



Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 336,000won ($308) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 

Yongin 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yongin 
- Korean Folk Village 
Martial arts on horseback, Traditional wedding ceremony 

- Suwon Hwaseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 
Archery experience 

- Hwaseong Haenggung Palace 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice-marketplace 

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Samgyetang 

(Ginseng Chicken Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  



3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1-3 

 
Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 348,000won ($319) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance    8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Galbitang  
(Short Rib Soup) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 

Yongin 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yongin 
- Korean Folk Village 
Martial arts on horseback, Traditional wedding ceremony 

- Suwon Hwaseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 
Archery experience 

- Hwaseong Haenggung Palace 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice-marketplace 

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Samgyetang 

(Ginseng Chicken Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 



1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 
 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is colorful yet 

refined. The plaza also includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye 

view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed 

commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains 

that add to the ambience of the area. The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream 



Restoration Project, and also symbolizes gathering, harmony, 

peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Korean Folk Village 
 

    

 
Korean Folk Village introduces traditional culture from the late Joseon period to both local and 

international visitors through cultural classes experience, shaman faith, seasonal customs and others. 

It recreated the past through the restoration of houses from the Joseon dynasty. 

Performances including nongak (farmer’s music), martial arts on horseback, traditional wedding 

ceremony, and other special events are available by season. In particular, "Welcome to Joseon," an 

event held every May, takes visitors back to the past. In addition, a family-friendly theme park 

equipped with 15 exciting attractions is also available. Visitors can also try various Korean foods at 

the market street. 

 

* Suwon Hwaseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 



  

 
Suwon was one of four main regional government centers during the Joseon dynasty. Hwaseong 

Fortress, built to protect the city, was designated as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site on 

December 12, 1997 for its historical value. The fortress offers various performances daily as well as 

the Suwon Hwaseong Cultural Festival every fall. The walls stretch for 5.7 kilometers, with Paldalsan 

Mountain at the center. The fortress, constructed from 1794 to 1796, was built as a display of King 

Jeongjo’s filial piety towards his father and to build a new pioneer city with its own economic power. 

 

* Hwaseong Haenggung Palace 

A haenggung is a temporary palace where the king and royal 

family retreated to during a war. Hwaseong Haenggung Palace 

is the largest one of these, use by the Joseon kings since the 

time of King Jeongjo (r. 1776-1800). In addition to being used 

as a shelter during war, King Jeongjo also stayed here during 

trips to worship at his father's tomb. The palace was the 

location of a splendid feast held on the 60th birthday of his 

mother, Hyegyeonggung Hong, and many other events, including award certificates for successful 

candidates of special national exams. These days, the palace serves as a venue for many traditional 

cultural performances and activities. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon 

Hanok Village is home to hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to the Joseon 

dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. 

Today, many of these hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, 

providing visitors with an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional 

Korean culture. As Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors 



are advised to be respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & Korean Folk Village / 3nights 4days  

Pre 1-4.   

 
Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 



Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 429,000won ($394)/ per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 

Yongin 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SeoulSeoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yongin 
- Korean Folk Village 
Martial arts on horseback, Traditional wedding ceremony 

- Suwon Hwaseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 
Archery experience 

- Hwaseong Haenggung Palace 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice-marketplace 

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1-4. 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 447,000won ($410)/ per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 

Yongin 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SeoulSeoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yongin 
- Korean Folk Village 
Martial arts on horseback, Traditional wedding ceremony 

- Suwon Hwaseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 
Archery experience 

- Hwaseong Haenggung Palace 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice-marketplace 

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 



areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 
 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 
 Destination▶  

 

* Korean Folk Village 
 

    

 
Korean Folk Village introduces traditional culture from the late Joseon period to both local and 

international visitors through cultural classes experience, shaman faith, seasonal customs and others. 

It recreated the past through the restoration of houses from the Joseon dynasty.  



Performances including nongak (farmer’s music), martial arts on horseback, traditional wedding 

ceremony, and other special events are available by season. In particular, "Welcome to Joseon," an 

event held every May, takes visitors back to the past. In addition, a family-friendly theme park 

equipped with 15 exciting attractions is also available. Visitors can also try various Korean foods at 

the market street. 

 

* Suwon Hwaseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 

  

 
Suwon was one of four main regional government centers during the Joseon dynasty. Hwaseong 

Fortress, built to protect the city, was designated as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site on 

December 12, 1997 for its historical value. The fortress offers various performances daily as well as 

the Suwon Hwaseong Cultural Festival every fall. The walls stretch for 5.7 kilometers, with Paldalsan 

Mountain at the center. The fortress, constructed from 1794 to 1796, was built as a display of King 

Jeongjo’s filial piety towards his father and to build a new pioneer city with its own economic power. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Hwaseong Haenggung Palace 

A haenggung is a temporary palace where the king and royal family retreated to during a war. 

Hwaseong Haenggung Palace is the largest one of these, use by the Joseon kings since the time of 

King Jeongjo (r. 1776-1800). In addition to being used as a shelter during war, King Jeongjo also 

stayed here during trips to worship at his father's tomb. The palace was the location of a splendid 



feast held on the 60th birthday of his mother, Hyegyeonggung 

Hong, and many other events, including award certificates for 

successful candidates of special national exams.  

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be established in Korea, effectively 

incorporating a sightseeing observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, Namsan 

Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea and a representative tourist attraction. The 



tower's observatory offers an unobstructed view of the whole 

city, allowing it to become one of the all-time favorite 

attractions of Seoul citizens as well as domestic and 

international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the 

Namsan Cable Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, 

transferring passengers from the foot of the mountain to the 

base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from 

downtown Seoul are also available for visitors' convenience. 

 

 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, with shops selling everything from 

clothing and cosmetics to living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. The 

streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, making a walk here quite entertaining. 

Special streets such as ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students preparing for 



university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and Club Street are 

also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the 

Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 



complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging  

 

Seoul highlight & Nami Island / 2nights 3days 

Pre 1-5. 

 
Itinerare 

Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 366,000won ($336) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 



Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 

Yongin 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Gapyeong 
- Nami Island 
Forest Adventure TreeGo & TreeCoaster 

- Petite France 
Drive to Seoul 
 
- Hongdae street & Campus tour  
(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 

- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 
 
 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dakgalbi 

(Spicy Stir-fried Chicken) 
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1-5. 

 



Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 384,000won ($352) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
  Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 

Yongin 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Gapyeong 
- Nami Island 
Forest Adventure TreeGo & TreeCoaster 

- Petite France 
Drive to Seoul 
 
- Hongdae street & Campus tour  
(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 

- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dakgalbi 

(Spicy Stir-fried Chicken) 
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae  

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 



 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Nami Island 

 

    

 
Nami Island, with a concept of “Fairy Tale Village and Song Village,” provides various cultural 

events, concerts, exhibitions and more to give children dreams and hopes, couples love and 

memories, and artists a space for creativity. Main facilities include Song Museum, Picture Book 

Playground, Whatever Center, Art Shop, UNICEF Hall, Together Park, UNICEF Train, and Story Tour 

Bus. Restaurants provide delicious food and Hotel Jeonggwanru has themed accommodations. 

 

 

* Petite France 

 

Petite France is a French cultural village set in the Korean countryside. Designed with the theme 

concept, "flowers, stars, and the Little Prince," the village offers experience programs, training 

facilities, and accommodations. Additional attractions within the village include a memorial hall 

dedicated to Saint-Exupery, the author of the celebrated French novel, Le Petit Prince (1943); Orgel 



House where a 200-year-old music box plays a sweet melody; 

a French housing exhibition; a gallery displaying sculptures and 

paintings of le coq gaulois (the Gallic rooster), the national 

symbol of France; and many other galleries and shops to 

experience French culture. The training facility can 

accommodate up to 200 visitors in rooms that hold four to ten 

people each. 

 

 

* Hongdae street 

 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

 

 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

 



    

 
 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon 

Hanok Village is home to hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to the Joseon 

dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. 

Today, many of these hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, 

providing visitors with an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional 

Korean culture. As Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors 

are advised to be respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

 

    



 
 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place where old but precious traditional 

goods are on display. There is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within these 

alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 100 galleries in the area offering every 

example of traditional Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The most famous galleries are 

Hakgojae Gallery, which functions as the center of folk art, Gana Art Gallery, which promotes many 

promising artists, and Gana Art Center. 

The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep 

within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very 

popular among all age groups, because each one is unique. 

Every Saturday from 14:00 to 22:00 and Sunday from 10:00 to 22:00, the main street is blocked to 

vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. Stores set up booths outside and Korean candy 

merchants and fortune teller stalls can easily be found; there are traditional performances and 

exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among international tourists. This is where they can 

experience and see traditional Korean culture first-hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & Nami Island / 3nights 4days  



Pre 1-4. 

 
Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 458,000won ($420) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 

Gapyeong 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Gapyeong 
- Nami Island 
Forest Adventure TreeGo & TreeCoaster 

- Petite France 
Drive to Seoul 
 
- Hongdae street & Campus tour  
(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 

- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dakgalbi 

(Spicy Stir-fried Chicken) 
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 



Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 1-4 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 492,000won ($451) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 

Gapyeong 
 
 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Gapyeong 
- Nami Island 
Forest Adventure TreeGo & TreeCoaster 

- Petite France 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dakgalbi 

(Spicy Stir-fried Chicken) 
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Drive to Seoul 
 
- Hongdae street & Campus tour  
(VR experience at T.um, etc...) 

- Gyeongui Line Forest Trail 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 
 Destination▶  

 

* Nami Island 



    

 
Nami Island, with a concept of “Fairy Tale Village and Song Village,” provides various cultural 

events, concerts, exhibitions and more to give children dreams and hopes, couples love and 

memories, and artists a space for creativity. Main facilities include Song Museum, Picture Book 

Playground, Whatever Center, Art Shop, UNICEF Hall, Together Park, UNICEF Train, and Story Tour 

Bus. Restaurants provide delicious food and Hotel Jeonggwanru has themed accommodations. 

 

 

* Petite France 

Petite France is a French cultural village set in the Korean 

countryside. Designed with the theme concept, "flowers, stars, 

and the Little Prince," the village offers experience programs, 

training facilities, and accommodations. Additional attractions 

within the village include a memorial hall dedicated to Saint-

Exupery, the author of the celebrated French novel, Le Petit 

Prince (1943); Orgel House where a 200-year-old music box 

plays a sweet melody; a French housing exhibition; a gallery displaying sculptures and paintings of 

le coq gaulois (the Gallic rooster), the national symbol of France; and many other galleries and 

shops to experience French culture. The training facility can accommodate up to 200 visitors in 

rooms that hold four to ten people each. 

 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, with shops selling everything from 

clothing and cosmetics to living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. The 

streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, making a walk here quite entertaining. 

Special streets such as ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students preparing for 

university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and Club Street are also must-go places for anyone 



hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is colorful yet 

refined. The plaza also includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye 

view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed 

commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains 



that add to the ambience of the area. The area commemorates 

the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also 

symbolizes gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

 

 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor 

amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food 

from around the world. The Folk Museum displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 

years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage presents various themed musicals to match each season 



and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment 

world. 

 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-dong, a neighborhood known for its 

mixture of historical and modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, digital media, 



and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the exhibition halls 

on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 6, 2014, Alive 

Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of art into 

something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

 

East of Korea with beautiful natural scenery, 

Gangwon-do / 3nights 4days 

Pre 2.  

 
Itinerare 

Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Gangwon-do World Jamboree Training Center 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 362,000won ($332) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Gangwon-do (1 room for 4 to 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 

Gangwon 
 
 

Gangwon 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of Soyang Dam 
 
Drive to Gangwon-do 
- Sokcho Tourist & Fishery Market (Formerly, Jungang Market) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gangwon 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Seoraksan National Park 
Gwongeumseong Fortress, Sinheungsa Temple 

- Naksansa Temple 
- Naksan Beach 
- Daepohang Port 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae 

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Odaesan National Park 
Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 



Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 2. 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodatio

n 
Gangwon-do World Jamboree Training Center 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 392,000won ($360) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Gangwon-do (1 room for 4 to 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Gangwon 
 
 

Gangwon 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Gangwon-do 
- Odaesan National Park 
Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gangwon 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Seoraksan National Park 
Gwongeumseong Fortress, Sinheungsa Temple 

- Naksansa Temple 
- Naksan Beach 
- Daepohang Port 
- Sokcho Tourist & Fishery Market (Formerly, Jungang Market) 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae 

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 

(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Nami Island 
Forest Adventure TreeGo & TreeCoaster 

Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dakgalbi 

(Spicy Stir-fried Chicken) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

 Destination▶  
* Sokcho Tourist & Fishery Market 

The Sokcho Tourist Fish Market, an essential tourist attraction in Sokcho, offers all sorts of things. 

The market includes a large building with a basement and two floors above ground and specialized 

alley stores. The building consists of shops for clothes, daily necessities, and other general products; 

the Nonghyup Hanaro Mart; and the Raw Fish Center, which sells fresh live fish and seafood at a 

reasonable price. The alley market is divided into several alleyways specialized in each product such 

as a vegetable & fruit alley, a chili pepper alley, a blood sausage alley, a salted seafood market 

alley, a chicken alley, and so on. Especially, fresh agricultural and fish products, and dried seafood 

products will draw visitors’ attention. The chicken alley is popular among tourists with various 

crunchy and spicy dak gangjeong (glazed fried chicken bites) stores, which offer their own taste. 



The alley market has a rain protection facility and a clean and 

pleasant environment, and a wide parking lot for visitors’ 

convenience. 

 

* Seoraksan National Park 

 

  

   
 

Seoraksan Mountain is one of Korea's most famous tourist destinations that stretches across several 

areas including Sokcho, Goseong, Inje, and Yangyang in Gangwon-do. It was designated as Korea's 

fifth national park in 1970 after the designation of Hallyeohaesang National Park, and as Korea's 

first UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in 1982. It has been also registered in the IUCN Green List of 

Protected and Conserved Areas, which is the global standard of best practice for area-based 

conservation. Having Daecheongbong Peak as the mountain's main peak, Seoraksan National Park, 

with a total area of 398 km², is divided into the outer section ("Oeseorak," eastern section), the 

inner section ("Naeseorak," western section), and the southern section ("Namseorak"). 

Daecheongbong Peak (1,708 m) is the third highest peak in Korea after Hallasan Mountain and 

Jirisan Mountain, and as the peak is covered with snow for five to six months of the year, the 

mountain got the name "Seorak" (meaning a snowy peak). The summit of Daecheongbong Peak 

commands the magnificent natural landscape of Seoraksan Mountain and the East Sea. In particular, 

it is known for the fantastic views of the sunrise and sunset. In addition to Daecheongbong Peak, 

Seoraksan Mountain has some 30 grand peaks, such as Socheongbong, Hwachaebong, and 

Jungcheongbong. The mountain is also full of hidden scenic views of Biryongpokpo Falls, Ulsan 

Peak, Heundeulbawi Rock, and Geumganggul Cave. By using the cable car near Seoraksan Small 

Park, the disabled and the elderly can go up to the top and enjoy a panoramic view of the mountain. 

 

* Gwongeumseong Fortress 

 

Gwongeumseong Fortress is the site of a castle ruins located on Seoraksan Mountain, and it is also 



known as Onggeumsan Mountain Castle, or Toto Castle. It is 

located on the steep Dolsan Mountain of Seoraksan 

Sogongwon area. It is believed to have been built by the 23rd 

King of the Goryeo Period (918-1392), Gojong (r. 1213-1259). It 

is also called Gwon-Kim Castle, as there is a legend that two 

generals named Gwon and Kim, built the castle to avoid war. 

At the left side of Sogongwon, past the Biryonggyo Bridge over 

the ravine, there is a path which leads to Gwongeumseong Castle, but it takes over an hour of 

travel through a steep, rocky path (2.5km), so cable car is used. The cable car was installed by Dr. 

Gi-Sup Lee in 1971 and is still used by many tourists. It runs from 07:00 to 18:00 or 18:30 p.m., 

departing every 7 minutes, and you can only purchase round-trip tickets at the ticket counter for 

that day. 

 

 

* Sinheungsa Temple 

 

Sinheungsa Temple was founded under the name of 

Hyangseongsa Temple by Buddhist monk Jajang during the 

reign of Queen Jindeok of the Silla dynasty. It was first 

established at the site of Kensington Hotel, but after being 

destroyed by fire several times, it was rebuilt at the present 

position during the reign of King Injo of the Joseon dynasty. 

According to a legend, Monks Yeongseo, Hyewon, and Yeonok 

all had envisioned the location in their dreams in which a white-haired heavenly man appeared and 

indicated them the place of the temple. Thus, the temple was re-constructed at the current location 

and renamed as “Sinheungsa,” meaning “the temple was blessed by God (sin) and became prosper 

(heung). However, the Chinese character sin of the temple’s name was changed in 1995 from sin 

meaning god to sin meaning “new,” wishing that the temple will revive Buddhism again in the 

Yeongdong area (eastern part of the Taebaek Mountain Range). Sinheungsa Temple is home to 

many cultural heritages including the Geungnakbojeon Hall at Sinheungsa Temple (Treasure) and 

the Three-story Stone Pagoda at Hyangseongsa Temple Site (Treasure), which is standing on the 

opposite side of Kensington Star Hotel . The temple also offers the temple stay program in which 

participants can experience a temple life by doing activities such as communal Buddhist meal service 

(baru gongyang), ceremonial service involving chanting, 108 bows aimed at removing 108 earthly 

desires, as well as programs of making a lotus lantern and Buddhist rosary. 

 

 

 

 

* Naksansa Temple 



This ancient temple was built in the 11th year of King Munmu’s 

reign of Silla (671) by the Buddhist monk Uisang. Naksansa 

Temple is one of the foremost sights of Yangyang, and one of 

the most historic sites in the region. Along with Ganghwa’s 

Bomunsa Temple and Namhae’s Boriam Hermitage, it is said to 

be one of the three centers of the cult of Avalokitesvara in 

Korea. Its handsome view overlooking the East Sea has earned 

it a spot in the Eight Sights of Gwandong (eight famous sights in Yeongdong region of Gangwon-

do), documented throughout the ages in many classic literature and poetry. Today’s Naksansa 

Temple is a product of many restorations and expansions, and has many examples of cultural 

heritage within its walls. There is a 16 meter-tall statue of the Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva to 

Uisangdae, a pavilion built to overlook the sunrise over the East Sea on a coastal cliff, Hongnyeonam 

Hermitage, built over the crashing waves, Seven-story Stone Pagoda of Naksansa Temple, Yangyang 

(Treasure No. 499), a Joseon-era pagoda with Goryeo-era style, and Stupa, Stele, and Reliquaries of 

Naksansa Temple, Yangyang (Treasure No. 1723), including a number of sarira. A mountain fire in 

2005 resulted in the loss of 20 buildings, including the building that housed its bronze bell (formerly 

Treasure No. 479 of Korea). 

 

* Naksan Beach 

Naksan Beach is one of the most famous beaches in Yangyang, 

located in Joseon-ri, Yangyang-eup, Yangyang-gun, Gangwon-

do. Since its opening in 1963, it has attracted more than 1 

million visitors each year, its reputation being rivaled only by 

the Gyeongpodae Beach on the east coast of Korea. The 4 

kilometer-long sand beach contrasts magnificently with the 

lush pine trees of the area. The water is less than 1.5 meter 

deep, making it a good place for all ages. Naksanhang Port marks one end of the beach, behind 

which Naksan Mountain, the location of Naksansa Temple, can be found. The other end has a lake 

formed at the delta of Namdaecheon Stream, which originates from Seoraksan Mountain. Many 

cafes, convenience stores, restaurants, and accommodations cater to the needs of the visitors. The 

beach sees considerable traffic in winter as well, when it serves as a popular venue for sunrise-

watching, particularly for the New Year’s Day festival. 

 

* Daepohang Port 

Located on the southernmost point of Sokcho, Daephohang Port is known as a place to find quality 

fish with the rise of Seoraksan Mountain as a popular tourist destination. However, the port was a 

well-known port even before Sokcho existed. On a map of Korea that was published right after the 

Korean War, Daepohang Port can be found with other notable ports while the city of Sokcho is not 

indicated. With the opening of Sokcho and Sokcho Port in 1942, Daepohang Port became a 



secluded port visited by few fishing boats. 

* Odaesan National Park 

 

Odaesan Mountain is located in the central and eastern part of 

Gangwon-do. The mountain was designated a national park in 

February 1975, including an area of 298.5 ㎢ centered on the 

highest peak, Birobong Peak (alt. 1,563 meters). Other peaks 

include Horyeongbong, Sangwangbong, Dongdaesan, and 

Durobong. 

 

Odaesan Mountain has the largest natural forest of Korea, home to many wild animals and plants. 

The mountain is divided into smaller sections: Odaesan Section, Bangadari Bridge Section, 

Byeongnae-ri Section, Hwangbyeongsan Mountain Section, Hongcheon-myeon Section, and 

Sogeumgang River Section. It is also rich in soil and resources, with lush forests and gentle slopes. 

 

 

* Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

 

    

 
 

Woljeongsa Temple is located in a forested valley on the eastern side of Odaesan Mountain. The 1 

kilometer path leading to the temple passes through a forest of tall fir trees, some over 500 years 

old. Woljeongsa Temple is in charge of over 60 temples and 8 monasteries in the area. The temple 

was established by Monk Ja Jang (590-658) of the Silla Kingdom. Woljeongsa Museum is also 

located within the temple grounds, displaying artifacts and treasures from Buddhist culture of the 

Goryeo dynasty (918-1392), including an octagonal nine-story stone pagoda and a stone seated 

bodhisattva. 

 

Seoul highlight & East of Korea with beautiful natural scenery, Gangwon-do / 



3nights 4days  

Pre 2-1.  
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel, Gangwon-do World Jamboree Training Center 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 494,000won ($453) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) / 1night at Gangwon-do (1 room for 4 to 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
- Gwangjang Market 
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 
- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free meal 

(Given in cash) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 

(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Gangwon 
 
 

Gangwon 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Gangwon 
- Seoraksan National Park 
Gwongeumseong Fortress, Sinheungsa Temple 
 

Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae 

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Odaesan National Park 
Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 2-1. 

 

 
Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Gangwon-do World Jamboree Training Center 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 533,000won ($489) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Gangwon-do (1 room for 4 to 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Gangwon 
 
 

Gangwon 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Gangwon-do 
- Odaesan National Park 
Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Seoraksan National Park 
Gwongeumseong Fortress, Sinheungsa Temple 

- Naksansa Temple 
- Naksan Beach 
- Daepohang Port 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae 

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 

(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Lotte World Tower SEOUL SKY (Observatory) 
- The National Museum of Korea 
- Gwangjang Market 
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 
- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
- Myeong Dong Shopping Street 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 
 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1 Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2 The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3 A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to as the Northern Palace because its 



location is furthest north when compared to the neighboring 

palaces of Changdeokgung (Eastern Palace) and 

Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). Gyeongbokgung Palace is 

arguably the most beautiful, and remains the largest of all five 

palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around 

Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of 

Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of 

Korea is located south of Heungnyemun Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the 

eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 



* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-dong, a neighborhood known for its 

mixture of historical and modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, digital media, 

and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened 

on March 6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of art into something fun, 



engaging and highly educational. 

* Gwangjang Market 

 

Gwangjang Market was the first permanent market in Korea 

and continues to thrive as a popular tourist destination today. 

The name Gwangjang means "to gather from afar and keep 

altogether." The market began as a small trading center that 

brought in goods from nearby regions, but has now grown into 

a large wholesale market selling a variety of goods, including 

upholstery, imported goods, groceries, dried fish, traditional 

goods, and more. The most popular section of the market is the food street connected to the East 

Gate, North Gate 2, and South Gate 1. The food street caters to a wide range of patrons due to the 

plethora of menus available. It is also one of the most recommended tourist attraction for 

international travelers. 

 

 

* Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall 

 

Built in 1396, Hanyang City Wall, also known as 

Hanyangdoseong or the Seoul City Wall, has protected Seoul 

for over 600 years. Even though some parts were demolished 

through modernization, it has kept its original form well to be 

designated as a valuable cultural asset.  

Located inside Dongdaemun City Wall Park, Seoul City Wall 

Museum exhibits historical artifacts relating to the transformation of the city, and has a 

permanent exhibition hall, special exhibition hall, information center and multi-purpose lecture 

room. 

* Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP) 

 

Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP) has a meaning of Dream, 

Design, and Play. It holds various exhibitions, fashion shows, 

forums, conferences, and other domestic and international 

events. The building complex is divided into sections, which are 

named Allimteo, Beaumteo, Sallimteo, DDP Design Museum, 

Design Market & Eoullim Plaza, and Dongdaemun History & 

Culture Park. Designed by world-renowned architect Zaha 

Hadid, the building's exterior attracts the attention of many photographers with its delicate curves 

and bold shapes. 

 

* Myeong Dong Shopping Street 



 

Myeongdong is probably the most famous shopping area in 

Seoul. There are several department stores, huge international 

labels like Nike, H&M, Forever 21, etc. as well as local brands.  

This is also the best place for Korean beauty products as a lot 

of Korea’s best beauty brands have their flagship stores in 

Myeongdong.  

Shopping here can be a bit overwhelming, but you have 

endless shopping and food options to choose from! 

 

 

* Seoraksan National Park 

 

    

 
 

Seoraksan Mountain is one of Korea's most famous tourist destinations that stretches across several 

areas including Sokcho, Goseong, Inje, and Yangyang in Gangwon-do. It was designated as Korea's 

fifth national park in 1970 after the designation of Hallyeohaesang National Park, and as Korea's 

first UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in 1982. It has been also registered in the IUCN Green List of 

Protected and Conserved Areas, which is the global standard of best practice for area-based 

conservation. Having Daecheongbong Peak as the mountain's main peak, Seoraksan National Park, 

with a total area of 398 km², is divided into the outer section ("Oeseorak," eastern section), the 

inner section ("Naeseorak," western section), and the southern section ("Namseorak"). 

Daecheongbong Peak (1,708 m) is the third highest peak in Korea after Hallasan Mountain and 

Jirisan Mountain, and as the peak is covered with snow for five to six months of the year, the 

mountain got the name "Seorak" (meaning a snowy peak). The summit of Daecheongbong Peak 

commands the magnificent natural landscape of Seoraksan Mountain and the East Sea. In particular, 

it is known for the fantastic views of the sunrise and sunset. In addition to Daecheongbong Peak, 

Seoraksan Mountain has some 30 grand peaks, such as Socheongbong, Hwachaebong, and 



Jungcheongbong. The mountain is also full of hidden scenic views of Biryongpokpo Falls, Ulsan 

Peak, Heundeulbawi Rock, and Geumganggul Cave. By using the cable car near Seoraksan Small 

Park, the disabled and the elderly can go up to the top and enjoy a panoramic view of the mountain. 

 

 

* Gwongeumseong Fortress 

 

Gwongeumseong Fortress is the site of a castle ruins located 

on Seoraksan Mountain, and it is also known as Onggeumsan 

Mountain Castle, or Toto Castle. It is located on the steep 

Dolsan Mountain of Seoraksan Sogongwon area. It is believed 

to have been built by the 23rd King of the Goryeo Period (918-

1392), Gojong (r. 1213-1259). It is also called Gwon-Kim Castle, 

as there is a legend that two generals named Gwon and Kim, 

built the castle to avoid war. 

At the left side of Sogongwon, past the Biryonggyo Bridge over the ravine, there is a path which 

leads to Gwongeumseong Castle, but it takes over an hour of travel through a steep, rocky path 

(2.5km), so cable car is used. The cable car was installed by Dr. Gi-Sup Lee in 1971 and is still used 

by many tourists. It runs from 07:00 to 18:00 or 18:30 p.m., departing every 7 minutes, and you can 

only purchase round-trip tickets at the ticket counter for that day. 

 

 

* Sinheungsa Temple 

 

Sinheungsa Temple was founded under the name of Hyangseongsa Temple by Buddhist monk 

Jajang during the reign of Queen Jindeok of the Silla dynasty. It was first established at the site of 

Kensington Hotel, but after being destroyed by fire several times, it was rebuilt at the present 

position during the reign of King Injo of the Joseon dynasty. According to a legend, Monks 

Yeongseo, Hyewon, and Yeonok all had envisioned the location in their dreams in which a white-

haired heavenly man appeared and indicated them the place of the temple. Thus, the temple was 

re-constructed at the current location and renamed as “Sinheungsa,” meaning “the temple was 

blessed by God (sin) and became prosper (heung). However, the Chinese character sin of the 

temple’s name was changed in 1995 from sin meaning god to sin meaning “new,” wishing that the 

temple will revive Buddhism again in the Yeongdong area (eastern part of the Taebaek Mountain 

Range). Sinheungsa Temple is home to many cultural heritages including the Geungnakbojeon Hall 

at Sinheungsa Temple (Treasure) and the Three-story Stone Pagoda at Hyangseongsa Temple Site 

(Treasure), which is standing on the opposite side of Kensington Star Hotel . The temple also offers 

the temple stay program in which participants can experience a temple life by doing activities such 

as communal Buddhist meal service (baru gongyang), ceremonial service involving chanting, 108 

bows aimed at removing 108 earthly desires, as well as programs of making a lotus lantern and 



Buddhist rosary. 

 

 

 

 

* Odaesan National Park 

 

Odaesan Mountain is located in the central and eastern part of 

Gangwon-do. The mountain was designated a national park in 

February 1975, including an area of 298.5 ㎢ centered on the 

highest peak, Birobong Peak (alt. 1,563 meters). Other peaks 

include Horyeongbong, Sangwangbong, Dongdaesan, and 

Durobong. 

 

Odaesan Mountain has the largest natural forest of Korea, home to many wild animals and plants. 

The mountain is divided into smaller sections: Odaesan Section, Bangadari Bridge Section, 

Byeongnae-ri Section, Hwangbyeongsan Mountain Section, Hongcheon-myeon Section, and 

Sogeumgang River Section. It is also rich in soil and resources, with lush forests and gentle slopes. 

 

 

* Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

 

    

 
 

Woljeongsa Temple is located in a forested valley on the eastern side of Odaesan Mountain. The 1 

kilometer path leading to the temple passes through a forest of tall fir trees, some over 500 years 

old. Woljeongsa Temple is in charge of over 60 temples and 8 monasteries in the area. The temple 

was established by Monk Ja Jang (590-658) of the Silla Kingdom. Woljeongsa Museum is also 

located within the temple grounds, displaying artifacts and treasures from Buddhist culture of the 



Goryeo dynasty (918-1392), including an octagonal nine-story stone pagoda and a stone seated 

bodhisattva. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & East of Korea with beautiful natural scenery, 

Gangwon-do / 3nights 4days 

Pre 2-2. 
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel, Gangwon-do World Jamboree Training Center 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 486,000won ($446) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 3, Day 4) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) / 1night at Gangwon-do (1 room for 4 to 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 
 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Gangwon 
 
 

Gangwon 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Gangwon 
- Seoraksan National Park 
Gwongeumseong Fortress, Sinheungsa Temple 
 

Accommodation check in and free time 

B : American breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae 

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Odaesan National Park 
Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 2-2.  

 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel, Gangwon-do World Jamboree Training Center 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 517,000won ($474) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 3, Day 4) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) / 1night at Gangwon-do (1 room for 4 to 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 



Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Gangwon 
 
 

Gangwon 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Gangwon-do 
- Odaesan National Park 
Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Seoraksan National Park 
Gwongeumseong Fortress, Sinheungsa Temple 

- Naksansa Temple 
- Naksan Beach 
- Daepohang Port 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae 

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 

(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 



 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be established in Korea, effectively 

incorporating a sightseeing observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, Namsan 

Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea and a representative tourist attraction. The 

tower's observatory offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to become one of the 

all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens as well as domestic and international tourists. Another 

highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, 



transferring passengers from the foot of the mountain to the 

base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from 

downtown Seoul are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

  

   
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend of reinterpreted railway. Covering 



a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the old Gyeongui Line, it runs from 

Gajwa Station in northwestern Seoul towards Seoul Station in 

Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating near Hyochang Park Station. 

The ideal length for a weekend afternoon stroll, the trail offers 

a novel perspective on the city that mushroomed around and 

along the railway in the turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail 

continues. Landscaping work on the trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, 

so there’s still a freshly transplanted feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the 

waist by wooden beams. But the lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a 

relaxing ambience, offering glimpses straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some 

surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-



hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Seoraksan National Park 

 

    

 
 

Seoraksan Mountain is one of Korea's most famous tourist destinations that stretches across several 

areas including Sokcho, Goseong, Inje, and Yangyang in Gangwon-do. It was designated as Korea's 

fifth national park in 1970 after the designation of Hallyeohaesang National Park, and as Korea's 

first UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in 1982. It has been also registered in the IUCN Green List of 

Protected and Conserved Areas, which is the global standard of best practice for area-based 

conservation. Having Daecheongbong Peak as the mountain's main peak, Seoraksan National Park, 

with a total area of 398 km², is divided into the outer section ("Oeseorak," eastern section), the 

inner section ("Naeseorak," western section), and the southern section ("Namseorak"). 

Daecheongbong Peak (1,708 m) is the third highest peak in Korea after Hallasan Mountain and 

Jirisan Mountain, and as the peak is covered with snow for five to six months of the year, the 



mountain got the name "Seorak" (meaning a snowy peak). The summit of Daecheongbong Peak 

commands the magnificent natural landscape of Seoraksan Mountain and the East Sea. In particular, 

it is known for the fantastic views of the sunrise and sunset. In addition to Daecheongbong Peak, 

Seoraksan Mountain has some 30 grand peaks, such as Socheongbong, Hwachaebong, and 

Jungcheongbong. The mountain is also full of hidden scenic views of Biryongpokpo Falls, Ulsan 

Peak, Heundeulbawi Rock, and Geumganggul Cave. By using the cable car near Seoraksan Small 

Park, the disabled and the elderly can go up to the top and enjoy a panoramic view of the mountain. 

 

* Gwongeumseong Fortress 

 

Gwongeumseong Fortress is the site of a castle ruins located 

on Seoraksan Mountain, and it is also known as Onggeumsan 

Mountain Castle, or Toto Castle. It is located on the steep 

Dolsan Mountain of Seoraksan Sogongwon area. It is believed 

to have been built by the 23rd King of the Goryeo Period (918-

1392), Gojong (r. 1213-1259). It is also called Gwon-Kim Castle, 

as there is a legend that two generals named Gwon and Kim, 

built the castle to avoid war. 

At the left side of Sogongwon, past the Biryonggyo Bridge over the ravine, there is a path which 

leads to Gwongeumseong Castle, but it takes over an hour of travel through a steep, rocky path 

(2.5km), so cable car is used. The cable car was installed by Dr. Gi-Sup Lee in 1971 and is still used 

by many tourists. It runs from 07:00 to 18:00 or 18:30 p.m., departing every 7 minutes, and you can 

only purchase round-trip tickets at the ticket counter for that day. 

* Sinheungsa Temple 

 

Sinheungsa Temple was founded under the name of Hyangseongsa Temple by Buddhist monk 

Jajang during the reign of Queen Jindeok of the Silla dynasty. It was first established at the site of 

Kensington Hotel, but after being destroyed by fire several times, it was rebuilt at the present 

position during the reign of King Injo of the Joseon dynasty. According to a legend, Monks 

Yeongseo, Hyewon, and Yeonok all had envisioned the location in their dreams in which a white-

haired heavenly man appeared and indicated them the place of the temple. Thus, the temple was 

re-constructed at the current location and renamed as “Sinheungsa,” meaning “the temple was 

blessed by God (sin) and became prosper (heung). However, the Chinese character sin of the 

temple’s name was changed in 1995 from sin meaning god to sin meaning “new,” wishing that the 

temple will revive Buddhism again in the Yeongdong area (eastern part of the Taebaek Mountain 

Range). Sinheungsa Temple is home to many cultural heritages including the Geungnakbojeon Hall 

at Sinheungsa Temple (Treasure) and the Three-story Stone Pagoda at Hyangseongsa Temple Site 

(Treasure), which is standing on the opposite side of Kensington Star Hotel . The temple also offers 

the temple stay program in which participants can experience a temple life by doing activities such 

as communal Buddhist meal service (baru gongyang), ceremonial service involving chanting, 108 



bows aimed at removing 108 earthly desires, as well as 

programs of making a lotus lantern and Buddhist rosary. 

 

 

* Odaesan National Park 

 

Odaesan Mountain is located in the central and eastern part of 

Gangwon-do. The mountain was designated a national park in 

February 1975, including an area of 298.5 ㎢ centered on the 

highest peak, Birobong Peak (alt. 1,563 meters). Other peaks 

include Horyeongbong, Sangwangbong, Dongdaesan, and 

Durobong. 

 

Odaesan Mountain has the largest natural forest of Korea, home to many wild animals and plants. 

The mountain is divided into smaller sections: Odaesan Section, Bangadari Bridge Section, 

Byeongnae-ri Section, Hwangbyeongsan Mountain Section, Hongcheon-myeon Section, and 

Sogeumgang River Section. It is also rich in soil and resources, with lush forests and gentle slopes. 

 

 

* Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

 

    

 
 

Woljeongsa Temple is located in a forested valley on the eastern side of Odaesan Mountain. The 1 

kilometer path leading to the temple passes through a forest of tall fir trees, some over 500 years 

old. Woljeongsa Temple is in charge of over 60 temples and 8 monasteries in the area. The temple 

was established by Monk Ja Jang (590-658) of the Silla Kingdom. Woljeongsa Museum is also 

located within the temple grounds, displaying artifacts and treasures from Buddhist culture of the 

Goryeo dynasty (918-1392), including an octagonal nine-story stone pagoda and a stone seated 



bodhisattva. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & East of Korea with beautiful natural scenery,Gangwon-

do / 4nights 5days  

Pre 2-3.  

 
Itinerare 

Date July 28, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (4nights 5days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel, Gangwon-do World Jamboree Training Center 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 598,000won ($549) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 4, Day 5) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (4 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (48 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   3nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) / 1night at Gangwon-do (1 room for 4 to 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance   8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-28 (Fri) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
 

Day 2 
07-29 (Sat) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried hicken) 



Day 3 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D ; Samgyetang (Ginseng 
Chicken Soup) 

Day 4 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Gangwon 
 
 

Gangwon 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Gangwon 
- Seoraksan National Park 
Gwongeumseong Fortress, Sinheungsa Temple 
 

Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae 

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 5 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Odaesan National Park 
Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 2-3. 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (4nights 5days) 

Accommodation Seoul Youth hostel, Gangwon-do World Jamboree Training Center 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 625,000won ($573) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 



Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 4, Day 5) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (4 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 4 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (48 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   3nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) / 1night at Gangwon-do (1 room for 4 to 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance   
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Gangwon 
 
 

Gangwon 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Gangwon-do 
- Odaesan National Park 
Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Gangwon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Seoraksan National Park 
Gwongeumseong Fortress, Sinheungsa Temple 

- Naksansa Temple 
- Naksan Beach 
- Daepohang Port 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Sundubujjigae 

(Soft Bean Curd Stew) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D ; Ssambapjeongsik (Rice 
with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Jjimdak  

(Braised Chicken) 



Day 5 
08-16 (Wed) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 



Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view 

of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there 

are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 

bridges that span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience 

of the area. The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also 

symbolizes gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 



Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon 

Hanok Village is home to hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to the Joseon 

dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. 

Today, many of these hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, 

providing visitors with an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional 



Korean culture. As Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual 

neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Seoraksan National Park 

 



    

 
 

Seoraksan Mountain is one of Korea's most famous tourist destinations that stretches across several 

areas including Sokcho, Goseong, Inje, and Yangyang in Gangwon-do. It was designated as Korea's 

fifth national park in 1970 after the designation of Hallyeohaesang National Park, and as Korea's 

first UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in 1982. It has been also registered in the IUCN Green List of 

Protected and Conserved Areas, which is the global standard of best practice for area-based 

conservation. Having Daecheongbong Peak as the mountain's main peak, Seoraksan National Park, 

with a total area of 398 km², is divided into the outer section ("Oeseorak," eastern section), the 

inner section ("Naeseorak," western section), and the southern section ("Namseorak"). 

Daecheongbong Peak (1,708 m) is the third highest peak in Korea after Hallasan Mountain and 

Jirisan Mountain, and as the peak is covered with snow for five to six months of the year, the 

mountain got the name "Seorak" (meaning a snowy peak). The summit of Daecheongbong Peak 

commands the magnificent natural landscape of Seoraksan Mountain and the East Sea. In particular, 

it is known for the fantastic views of the sunrise and sunset. In addition to Daecheongbong Peak, 

Seoraksan Mountain has some 30 grand peaks, such as Socheongbong, Hwachaebong, and 

Jungcheongbong. The mountain is also full of hidden scenic views of Biryongpokpo Falls, Ulsan 

Peak, Heundeulbawi Rock, and Geumganggul Cave. By using the cable car near Seoraksan Small 

Park, the disabled and the elderly can go up to the top and enjoy a panoramic view of the mountain. 

 

* Gwongeumseong Fortress 

 

Gwongeumseong Fortress is the site of a castle ruins located on Seoraksan Mountain, and it is also 

known as Onggeumsan Mountain Castle, or Toto Castle. It is located on the steep Dolsan Mountain 

of Seoraksan Sogongwon area. It is believed to have been built by the 23rd King of the Goryeo 

Period (918-1392), Gojong (r. 1213-1259). It is also called Gwon-Kim Castle, as there is a legend 



that two generals named Gwon and Kim, built the castle to 

avoid war. 

At the left side of Sogongwon, past the Biryonggyo Bridge over 

the ravine, there is a path which leads to Gwongeumseong 

Castle, but it takes over an hour of travel through a steep, rocky 

path (2.5km), so cable car is used. The cable car was installed 

by Dr. Gi-Sup Lee in 1971 and is still used by many tourists. It 

runs from 07:00 to 18:00 or 18:30 p.m., departing every 7 minutes, and you can only purchase 

round-trip tickets at the ticket counter for that day. 

* Sinheungsa Temple 

 

Sinheungsa Temple was founded under the name of 

Hyangseongsa Temple by Buddhist monk Jajang during the 

reign of Queen Jindeok of the Silla dynasty. It was first 

established at the site of Kensington Hotel, but after being 

destroyed by fire several times, it was rebuilt at the present 

position during the reign of King Injo of the Joseon dynasty. 

According to a legend, Monks Yeongseo, Hyewon, and Yeonok 

all had envisioned the location in their dreams in which a white-haired heavenly man appeared and 

indicated them the place of the temple. Thus, the temple was re-constructed at the current location 

and renamed as “Sinheungsa,” meaning “the temple was blessed by God (sin) and became prosper 

(heung). However, the Chinese character sin of the temple’s name was changed in 1995 from sin 

meaning god to sin meaning “new,” wishing that the temple will revive Buddhism again in the 

Yeongdong area (eastern part of the Taebaek Mountain Range). Sinheungsa Temple is home to 

many cultural heritages including the Geungnakbojeon Hall at Sinheungsa Temple (Treasure) and 

the Three-story Stone Pagoda at Hyangseongsa Temple Site (Treasure), which is standing on the 

opposite side of Kensington Star Hotel . The temple also offers the temple stay program in which 

participants can experience a temple life by doing activities such as communal Buddhist meal service 

(baru gongyang), ceremonial service involving chanting, 108 bows aimed at removing 108 earthly 

desires, as well as programs of making a lotus lantern and Buddhist rosary. 

 

 

* Odaesan National Park 

 

Odaesan Mountain is located in the central and eastern part of 

Gangwon-do. The mountain was designated a national park in 

February 1975, including an area of 298.5 ㎢ centered on the 

highest peak, Birobong Peak (alt. 1,563 meters). Other peaks 

include Horyeongbong, Sangwangbong, Dongdaesan, and 

Durobong. 



 

Odaesan Mountain has the largest natural forest of Korea, home to many wild animals and plants. 

The mountain is divided into smaller sections: Odaesan Section, Bangadari Bridge Section, 

Byeongnae-ri Section, Hwangbyeongsan Mountain Section, Hongcheon-myeon Section, and 

Sogeumgang River Section. It is also rich in soil and resources, with lush forests and gentle slopes. 

 

 

* Woljeongsa Temple & Fir Tree Forest 

 

    

 
 

Woljeongsa Temple is located in a forested valley on the eastern side of Odaesan Mountain. The 1 

kilometer path leading to the temple passes through a forest of tall fir trees, some over 500 years 

old. Woljeongsa Temple is in charge of over 60 temples and 8 monasteries in the area. The temple 

was established by Monk Ja Jang (590-658) of the Silla Kingdom. Woljeongsa Museum is also 

located within the temple grounds, displaying artifacts and treasures from Buddhist culture of the 

Goryeo dynasty (918-1392), including an octagonal nine-story stone pagoda and a stone seated 

bodhisattva. 

 

Historic city Andong and Gyeongju / 2nights 3days  

Pre 3.  

 
Itinerare 

Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 331,000won ($304) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 



Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Andong (1 room for 6 people) / 1night at Gyeongju (1 room for 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 

Andong 
 
 

Andong 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of Buyongdae Cliff 
 
Drive to Andong 
- Woryeonggyo Bridge (Moon boat experience) 
- Manhyujeong Pavilion 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Heotjesabap 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Andong 
 
 
 
 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 

Gyeongju 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Hahoe Mask Museum 
- Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 
Drive to Gyeongju 
- Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
D : Hanjeongsik 

(korean table d’hote) 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 
- Cheomseongdae Observatory 
- Hwangnidan-gil Road 
- Woljeonggyo Bridge 
- Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Tteokgalbi 
(Grilled Short Rib Patties) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 



Post 3. 

 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 352,000won ($323) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Andong (1 room for 6 people) / 1night at Gyeongju (1 room for 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Gyeongj 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gyeongj 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Gyeongju 
- Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 
- Cheomseongdae Observatory 
- Gyeongju National Museum 
- Gyeongju Donggung Palace and Wolji Pond (Night view) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap  
(Rice Mixed with Vegetables 
and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi  
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Gyeongj 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Andong 
 
 

Andong 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Woljeonggyo Bridge 
- Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 
- Hwangnidan-gil Road 
 
Drive to Andong 
- Hahoe Mask Museum 
- Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
D : Hanjeongsik 

(korean table d’hote) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Andong 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet the guide at the Jamboree venue 
 
- Woryeonggyo Bridge (Moon boat experience) 
- Manhyujeong Pavilion 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Heotjesabap 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 
 Destination▶  

 

* Woryeonggyo Bridge 

 

Woryeonggyo Bridge was named in reference to the 

submerged Woryeongdae Observatory and the names of 

nearby areas Wolgok-myeon and Eumdamgol. The view of 

Woryeonggyo Bridge with the moon's reflection in the 

Nakdonggang River is a beautiful sight. Woryeonggyo Bridge 

harbors a tragic yet beautiful legend about a wife who made a 

pair of mituri (hemp shoes) out of her hair in heartfelt yearning 

and condolence for her late husband. In commemoration of her pure and noble love, the bridge 

was designed in the style of mituri. 

 

 

* Manhyujeong Pavilion 

 

Manhyujeong Pavilion became a popular attraction after 

appearing in the drama “Mr. Sunshine (2018),” starring Lee 

Byung-hun and Kim Tae-ri. With a name meaning “a pavilion 

for resting a thousand years,” Manhyujeong Pavilion was built 

in the 1500s as a place for literary studies of Kim Gyehaeng 

during the Joseon period. 

The pavilion is located in a picturesque setting, with water 

flowing over smooth rocks in the valley from Songampokpo Falls and lined with aromatic pine trees. 

When visiting, don’t forget to take a picture standing on the single-log bridge, just like the 

characters from “Mr. Sunshine.” 

 

 

* Hahoe Mask Museum 

 



Hahoe Mask Museum is located in Andong Hahoe Village, 

which is both a UNESCO World Heritage Site and Important 

Folklore Material No. 122. Hahoe Village is a representative 

traditional Korean folk town and is the home of the Hahoe 

Mask (National Treasure No. 121) and the Byeolsin Gut Mask 

Dance (Important Intangible Cultural Properties No. 69). The 

museum not only displays Hahoe masks, but also other 

traditional masks from all over the world. 

 

The museum consists of five permanant exhibition halls and one special exhibition hall, housing a 

wide range of masks from all over the world along with Hahoe masks. The museum also offers 

activity programs such as wearing a mask, mask trick art, photo zone, and more. 

* Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

    

 
 

Hahoe Village is one of the most famous folk villages in Korea. Surrounded by the Nakdonggang 

River, the village is home to descendants of the Ryu clan of Pungsan, which still makes up 70 

percent of the villagers. The village became even more famous after Queen Elizabeth of England 

visited on April 21, 1999 and President George H. Bush of U.S.A. in 2005. 

The village has many cultural treasures and important cultural materials, earning the village the 

designation as National Folklore Cultural Heritage No. 122 in 1984. Hahoe Masks, National Treasure 

No. 121, is also an important feature of the village. 

 

 

* Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

 Bulguksa Temple is a representative relic of Buddhist culture from the Silla kingdom. The temple 

was built in 528 BC during the 15th year of King Beop-heung's reign (514-540) to wish for peace 



and prosperity for all. It was later rebuilt in 751 by Kim Dae-

seong. Unfortunately, the temple caught fire during the Imjin 

War (1592-1598). After the war, the temple suffered serious 

damage and was often the target of theft. 

Starting in 1920, the temple has undergone continual 

restoration work. The temple now holds seven national 

treasures, a number of additional important heritages, and was 

designated a World Cultural Heritage Site along with the nearby Seokguram Grotto by UNESCO in 

December 1995.  

 

 

 

* Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

Seokguram Grotto was constructed by Kim Dae-Seong during 

the reign of King Gyeong-Deok (742-765) of the Silla 

Kingdom. Located 3 kilometers away by hiking trail and 9 

kilometers by car from Bulguksa Temple, the grotto was 

designed very harmoniously with the seated Buddha facing 

the East Sea. 

 

* Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 

 

Within Daereungwon Tomb Complex is Cheonmachong Tomb 

(Ancient Tomb No. 155), which was excavated in 1973. 

Cheonmachong Tomb consists of a wooden coffin placed inside 

an underground chamber mounded with boulders and earth, 

characterized as a typical upper class tomb of the Silla period. 

The mound has a height of 12.7 m with a diameter of 50 m, 

and consists of a layer of rocks collected from streams. Below 

the rock layer is a wooden chamber that is 6.5 m long and 2.1 m wide, reaching 2.1 m in height, 

with the wooden coffin at its center. A total of 11,526 artifacts were discovered within the tomb, 

including Cheonmado, an artwork considered highly valuable as it is Korea's first artwork to be 

excavated from an ancient tomb. 

 

 

* Cheomseongdae Observatory 

 

Cheomseongdae Observatory, constructed during the reign of Queen Seondeok (r. 632-647), is one 

of the landmark of Gyeongju. The observatory was built in a cylinder shape at approximately 9 



meters in height. The observatory consists of 365 stones, 

symbolizing the number of days in a year. The rocks are piled 

in 27 layers symbolizing the 27th ruler, Queen Seondeok, and 

the days in a lunar month by adding the of two rock layers on 

top. 

 

 

* Hwangnidan-gil Road 

 

Hwangnidan-gil Road in Gyeongju is yet another rising star 

within a city brimming with historical attractions. Just like a trip 

to Bulguksa Temple wouldn’t be complete without a stop at 

Seokguram Grotto, a trip to Daereungwon Ancient Tomb 

Complex should also include a visit to Hwangnidan-gil Road! 

This road perfectly merges Korea’s traditional charm with a 

modern flair through rooftop cafés overlooking a hanok village, 

restaurants serving folk cuisine, and shops selling modern-style hanbok. The area was recently 

selected as one of KTO’s 100 Must-go Attractions for 2019-2020. 

 

* Woljeonggyo Bridge 

 

At Woljeonggyo Bridge, on the route that connected Wolseong 

and Mt. Namsan in the Silla Era, the restoration work has ended 

and it has been opened to the public. Thanks to its night views, 

it has already become a local hot spot. If you look up at the 

bridge from the stepping-stones installed in Namcheon Stream 

under the bridge, you take a photo that includes two views of 

Woljeonggyo Bridge: the actual bridge and another one 

reflected in the water. 

 

 

* Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 

 

At Gyeongju Gyochon Village, visitors can see the House of the Gyeongju Choi Clan (Important 

Folklore Material No. 27) and try some Gyeongju Gyodong Beopju Liquor (Important Intangible 

Cultural Asset No. 86-3). The village centers around the Gyeongju Choi Clan, a family known to 

have maintained their wealth for over 12 generations, producing many important people. Visitors 

can learn about the lifestyle and spending habits that enabled the family to do this. The village is 

also home to the site of Yoseokgung, the house of Silla Princess Yoseok. Nearby attractions include 



Gyerim Forest, Naemulwangneung Royal Tomb, and 

Gyeongjuhyanggyo Local Confucian School. 

 

Seoul highlight & Historic city Andong and 

Gyeongju / 3nights 4days  

Pre 3-1.  

 
Pre 3-1.  Seoul highlight & Historic city Andong and Gyeongju / 3nights 4days 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 497,000won ($456) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  /  1night at Andong (1 room for 6 people) 
   1night at Gyeongju (1 room for 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance   8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Andong 
 
 

Andong 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
 
Drive to Andong 
- Woryeonggyo Bridge (Moon boat experience) 
- Manhyujeong Pavilion 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Samgyetang 
(Ginseng Chicken Soup) 
D : Heotjesabap 



Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Andong 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gyeongju 
 
 

Gyeongju 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Hahoe Mask Museum 
- Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 
Drive to Gyeongju 
- Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
D : Hanjeongsik 

(korean table d’hote) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 
- Cheomseongdae Observatory, Hwangnidan-gil Road, 
- Woljeonggyo Bridge, Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Tteokgalbi 

(Grilled Short Rib Patties) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 3-1. 

 
 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days)   

Accommodation Youth hostel   

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus)   

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 487,000won ($447) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Gyeongju (1 room for 6 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 



6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance  
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat)  

Buan 
 
 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gyeongju 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Gyeongju 
- Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 
- Cheomseongdae Observatory 
- Woljeonggyo Bridge, Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 
- Hwangnidan-gil Road 
- Gyeongju Donggung Palace and Wolji Pond (Night view) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Tteokgalbi 
(Grilled Short Rib Patties) 

D : Hanjeongsik 
(korean table d’hote) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun)  

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 

Andong 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Andong 
- Hahoe Mask Museum 
- Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Woryeonggyo Bridge (Moon boat experience) 
- Manhyujeong Pavilion 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang 
 (Short Rib Soup) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon)  

Seoul 
Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Gwangjang Market    
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 
- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
- Myeong Dong Shopping Street 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : American breakfast 
L : Free meal 

(Given in cash) 
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
  
  
  

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon 
 
Arrive at Incheon Airport 

B : American breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 



Announcement 

1 This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2 As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3 The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is colorful yet 

refined. The plaza also includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye 

view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed 

commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains 

that add to the ambience of the area. The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream 



Restoration Project, and also symbolizes gathering, harmony, 

peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 



is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Woryeonggyo Bridge 

 

Woryeonggyo Bridge was named in reference to the 

submerged Woryeongdae Observatory and the names of 

nearby areas Wolgok-myeon and Eumdamgol. The view of 

Woryeonggyo Bridge with the moon's reflection in the 

Nakdonggang River is a beautiful sight. Woryeonggyo Bridge 

harbors a tragic yet beautiful legend about a wife who made a 

pair of mituri (hemp shoes) out of her hair in heartfelt yearning 

and condolence for her late husband. In commemoration of her pure and noble love, the bridge 

was designed in the style of mituri. 

 

 

* Manhyujeong Pavilion 

 

Manhyujeong Pavilion became a popular attraction after 

appearing in the drama “Mr. Sunshine (2018),” starring Lee 

Byung-hun and Kim Tae-ri. With a name meaning “a pavilion 

for resting a thousand years,” Manhyujeong Pavilion was built 

in the 1500s as a place for literary studies of Kim Gyehaeng 

during the Joseon period. 



The pavilion is located in a picturesque setting, with water flowing over smooth rocks in the valley 

from Songampokpo Falls and lined with aromatic pine trees. When visiting, don’t forget to take a 

picture standing on the single-log bridge, just like the characters from “Mr. Sunshine.” 

 

 

* Hahoe Mask Museum 

 

Hahoe Mask Museum is located in Andong Hahoe Village, 

which is both a UNESCO World Heritage Site and Important 

Folklore Material No. 122. Hahoe Village is a representative 

traditional Korean folk town and is the home of the Hahoe 

Mask (National Treasure No. 121) and the Byeolsin Gut Mask 

Dance (Important Intangible Cultural Properties No. 69). The 

museum not only displays Hahoe masks, but also other 

traditional masks from all over the world. 

The museum consists of five permanant exhibition halls and one special exhibition hall, housing a 

wide range of masks from all over the world along with Hahoe masks. The museum also offers 

activity programs such as wearing a mask, mask trick art, photo zone, and more. 

 

 

 

* Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

    

 
 

Hahoe Village is one of the most famous folk villages in Korea. Surrounded by the Nakdonggang 

River, the village is home to descendants of the Ryu clan of Pungsan, which still makes up 70 



percent of the villagers. The village became even more famous after Queen Elizabeth of England 

visited on April 21, 1999 and President George H. Bush of U.S.A. in 2005. 

The village has many cultural treasures and important cultural materials, earning the village the 

designation as National Folklore Cultural Heritage No. 122 in 1984. Hahoe Masks, National Treasure 

No. 121, is also an important feature of the village. 

 

 

* Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

Bulguksa Temple is a representative relic of Buddhist culture 

from the Silla kingdom. The temple was built in 528 BC during 

the 15th year of King Beop-heung's reign (514-540) to wish for 

peace and prosperity for all. It was later rebuilt in 751 by Kim 

Dae-seong. Unfortunately, the temple caught fire during the 

Imjin War (1592-1598). After the war, the temple suffered 

serious damage and was often the target of theft. 

Starting in 1920, the temple has undergone continual restoration work. The temple now holds seven 

national treasures, a number of additional important heritages, and was designated a World Cultural 

Heritage Site along with the nearby Seokguram Grotto by UNESCO in December 1995.  

 

 

* Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

Seokguram Grotto was constructed by Kim Dae-Seong during 

the reign of King Gyeong-Deok (742-765) of the Silla 

Kingdom. Located 3 kilometers away by hiking trail and 9 

kilometers by car from Bulguksa Temple, the grotto was 

designed very harmoniously with the seated Buddha facing 

the East Sea. 

 

* Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 

 

Within Daereungwon Tomb Complex is Cheonmachong Tomb (Ancient Tomb No. 155), which was 

excavated in 1973. Cheonmachong Tomb consists of a wooden coffin placed inside an underground 

chamber mounded with boulders and earth, characterized as a typical upper class tomb of the Silla 

period. The mound has a height of 12.7 m with a diameter of 50 m, and consists of a layer of rocks 

collected from streams. Below the rock layer is a wooden chamber that is 6.5 m long and 2.1 m 

wide, reaching 2.1 m in height, with the wooden coffin at its center. A total of 11,526 artifacts were 

discovered within the tomb, including Cheonmado, an artwork considered highly valuable as it is 



Korea's first artwork to be excavated from an ancient tomb. 

 

 

* Cheomseongdae Observatory 

 

Cheomseongdae Observatory, constructed during the reign of 

Queen Seondeok (r. 632-647), is one of the landmark of 

Gyeongju. The observatory was built in a cylinder shape at 

approximately 9 meters in height. The observatory consists of 

365 stones, symbolizing the number of days in a year. The rocks 

are piled in 27 layers symbolizing the 27th ruler, Queen 

Seondeok, and the days in a lunar month by adding the of two 

rock layers on top. 

 

 

* Hwangnidan-gil Road 

 

Hwangnidan-gil Road in Gyeongju is yet another rising star 

within a city brimming with historical attractions. Just like a trip 

to Bulguksa Temple wouldn’t be complete without a stop at 

Seokguram Grotto, a trip to Daereungwon Ancient Tomb 

Complex should also include a visit to Hwangnidan-gil Road! 

This road perfectly merges Korea’s traditional charm with a 

modern flair through rooftop cafés overlooking a hanok village, 

restaurants serving folk cuisine, and shops selling modern-style hanbok. The area was recently 

selected as one of KTO’s 100 Must-go Attractions for 2019-2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

* Woljeonggyo Bridge 

 

At Woljeonggyo Bridge, on the route that connected Wolseong and Mt. Namsan in the Silla Era, 

the restoration work has ended and it has been opened to the public. Thanks to its night views, it 

has already become a local hot spot. If you look up at the bridge from the stepping-stones installed 

in Namcheon Stream under the bridge, you take a photo that includes two views of Woljeonggyo 



Bridge: the actual bridge and another one reflected in the 

water. 

 

 

* Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 

 

At Gyeongju Gyochon Village, visitors can see the House of the 

Gyeongju Choi Clan (Important Folklore Material No. 27) and 

try some Gyeongju Gyodong Beopju Liquor (Important 

Intangible Cultural Asset No. 86-3). The village centers around 

the Gyeongju Choi Clan, a family known to have maintained 

their wealth for over 12 generations, producing many important 

people. Visitors can learn about the lifestyle and spending 

habits that enabled the family to do this. The village is also home to the site of Yoseokgung, the 

house of Silla Princess Yoseok. Nearby attractions include Gyerim Forest, Naemulwangneung Royal 

Tomb, and Gyeongjuhyanggyo Local Confucian School. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & Historic city Andong and Gyeongju / 3nights 4days 

Pre 3-2.  
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 465,000won ($427) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 3, Day 4) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  /  1night at Gyeongju (1 room for 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance   8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Ssambapjeongsik  

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Andong 
 
 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 

Gyeongju 

Accommodation check out 
[07:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Andong 
- Hahoe Mask Museum 
- Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 
Drive to Gyeongju 
- Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
D : Hanjeongsik 

(korean table d’hote) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 
- Cheomseongdae Observatory, Hwangnidan-gil Road, 
- Woljeonggyo Bridge, Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Tteokgalbi 

(Grilled Short Rib Patties) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 3-2. 

 



 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days)   

Accommodation Youth hostel   

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus)   

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 463,000won ($425) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Gyeongju (1 room for 6 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance  
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat)  

Buan 
 
 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gyeongju 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Gyeongju 
- Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 
- Cheomseongdae Observatory 
- Woljeonggyo Bridge, Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 
- Hwangnidan-gil Road 
- Gyeongju Donggung Palace and Wolji Pond (Night view) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Hanjeongsik 
(korean table d’hote) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun)  

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 

Andong 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Andong 
- Hahoe Mask Museum 
- Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Woryeonggyo Bridge (Moon boat experience) 
- Manhyujeong Pavilion 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang 
 (Short Rib Soup) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

 
Day 4 

08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Tteokgalbi 
(Grilled Short Rib Patties) 



 
 
 
 

Incheon 

[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 
 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is colorful yet 

refined. The plaza also includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye 



view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, 

there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 

22 bridges that span the stream, as well as a number of 

graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. The 

area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration 

Project, and also symbolizes gathering, harmony, peace, and 

unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 



Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon 

Hanok Village is home to hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to the Joseon 

dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. 

Today, many of these hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, 

providing visitors with an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional 

Korean culture. As Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors 



are advised to be respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Hahoe Mask Museum 

Hahoe Mask Museum is located in Andong Hahoe Village, which is both a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site and Important Folklore Material No. 122. Hahoe Village is a representative traditional Korean 

folk town and is the home of the Hahoe Mask (National Treasure No. 121) and the Byeolsin Gut 

Mask Dance (Important Intangible Cultural Properties No. 69). The museum not only displays Hahoe 



masks, but also other traditional masks from all over the world. 

The museum consists of five permanant exhibition halls and 

one special exhibition hall, housing a wide range of masks from 

all over the world along with Hahoe masks. The museum also 

offers activity programs such as wearing a mask, mask trick art, 

photo zone, and more. 

 

 

* Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 

    

 
Hahoe Village is one of the most famous folk villages in Korea. Surrounded by the Nakdonggang 

River, the village is home to descendants of the Ryu clan of Pungsan, which still makes up 70 

percent of the villagers. The village became even more famous after Queen Elizabeth of England 

visited on April 21, 1999 and President George H. Bush of U.S.A. in 2005. 

The village has many cultural treasures and important cultural materials, earning the village the 

designation as National Folklore Cultural Heritage No. 122 in 1984. Hahoe Masks, National Treasure 

No. 121, is also an important feature of the village. 

 

 

* Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 

Bulguksa Temple is a representative relic of Buddhist culture 

from the Silla kingdom. The temple was built in 528 BC during 

the 15th year of King Beop-heung's reign (514-540) to wish for 

peace and prosperity for all. It was later rebuilt in 751 by Kim 

Dae-seong. Unfortunately, the temple caught fire during the 

Imjin War (1592-1598). After the war, the temple suffered 

serious damage and was often the target of theft. 

Starting in 1920, the temple has undergone continual restoration work. The temple now holds seven 

national treasures, a number of additional important heritages, and was designated a World Cultural 



Heritage Site along with the nearby Seokguram Grotto by UNESCO in December 1995.  

* Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

Seokguram Grotto was constructed by Kim Dae-Seong during 

the reign of King Gyeong-Deok (742-765) of the Silla 

Kingdom. Located 3 kilometers away by hiking trail and 9 

kilometers by car from Bulguksa Temple, the grotto was 

designed very harmoniously with the seated Buddha facing 

the East Sea. 

 

 

 

* Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 

 

Within Daereungwon Tomb Complex is Cheonmachong Tomb 

(Ancient Tomb No. 155), which was excavated in 1973. 

Cheonmachong Tomb consists of a wooden coffin placed inside 

an underground chamber mounded with boulders and earth, 

characterized as a typical upper class tomb of the Silla period. 

The mound has a height of 12.7 m with a diameter of 50 m, 

and consists of a layer of rocks collected from streams. Below 

the rock layer is a wooden chamber that is 6.5 m long and 2.1 m wide, reaching 2.1 m in height, 

with the wooden coffin at its center. A total of 11,526 artifacts were discovered within the tomb, 

including Cheonmado, an artwork considered highly valuable as it is Korea's first artwork to be 

excavated from an ancient tomb. 

 

 

* Cheomseongdae Observatory 

 

Cheomseongdae Observatory, constructed during the reign of 

Queen Seondeok (r. 632-647), is one of the landmark of 

Gyeongju. The observatory was built in a cylinder shape at 

approximately 9 meters in height. The observatory consists of 

365 stones, symbolizing the number of days in a year. The rocks 

are piled in 27 layers symbolizing the 27th ruler, Queen 

Seondeok, and the days in a lunar month by adding the of two 

rock layers on top. 

 

* Hwangnidan-gil Road 



 

Hwangnidan-gil Road in Gyeongju is yet another rising star 

within a city brimming with historical attractions. Just like a trip 

to Bulguksa Temple wouldn’t be complete without a stop at 

Seokguram Grotto, a trip to Daereungwon Ancient Tomb 

Complex should also include a visit to Hwangnidan-gil Road! 

This road perfectly merges Korea’s traditional charm with a 

modern flair through rooftop cafés overlooking a hanok village, 

restaurants serving folk cuisine, and shops selling modern-style hanbok. The area was recently 

selected as one of KTO’s 100 Must-go Attractions for 2019-2020. 

 

 

* Woljeonggyo Bridge 

 

At Woljeonggyo Bridge, on the route that connected Wolseong 

and Mt. Namsan in the Silla Era, the restoration work has ended 

and it has been opened to the public. Thanks to its night views, 

it has already become a local hot spot. If you look up at the 

bridge from the stepping-stones installed in Namcheon Stream 

under the bridge, you take a photo that includes two views of 

Woljeonggyo Bridge: the actual bridge and another one 

reflected in the water. 

 

 

* Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 

 

At Gyeongju Gyochon Village, visitors can see the House of the 

Gyeongju Choi Clan (Important Folklore Material No. 27) and 

try some Gyeongju Gyodong Beopju Liquor (Important 

Intangible Cultural Asset No. 86-3). The village centers around 

the Gyeongju Choi Clan, a family known to have maintained 

their wealth for over 12 generations, producing many important 

people. Visitors can learn about the lifestyle and spending 

habits that enabled the family to do this. The village is also home to the site of Yoseokgung, the 

house of Silla Princess Yoseok. Nearby attractions include Gyerim Forest, Naemulwangneung Royal 

Tomb, and Gyeongjuhyanggyo Local Confucian School. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & Historic city Andong and Gyeongju / 4nights 5days  

Pre 3-3.  



 

Itinerary 
Date July 28, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (4nights 5days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost / per person 
40 people - 583,000won ($535) / per person  
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 4, Day 5) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (4 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (48 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   3night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  /  1night at Gyeongju (1 room for 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance   8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-28 (Fri) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
07-29 (Sat) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 
 

[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Ssambapjeongsik  

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Samgyetang  

(Ginseng Chicken Soup) 



Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Andong 
 
 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 

Gyeongju 

Accommodation check out 
[07:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Andong 
- Hahoe Mask Museum 
- Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 
Drive to Gyeongju 
- Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 
D : Hanjeongsik 

(korean table d’hote) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 
- Cheomseongdae Observatory, Hwangnidan-gil Road, 
- Woljeonggyo Bridge, Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Tteokgalbi 

(Grilled Short Rib Patties) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 3-3.  
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 16, 2023 (3nights 4days)   

Accommodation Youth hostel   

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus)   

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 573,000won ($523) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 

 Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Gyeongju (1 room for 6 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance  



8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat)  

Buan 
 
 

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gyeongju 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Gyeongju 
- Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 
- Cheomseongdae Observatory 
- Woljeonggyo Bridge, Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 
- Hwangnidan-gil Road 
- Gyeongju Donggung Palace and Wolji Pond (Night view) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Hanjeongsik 
(korean table d’hote) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun)  

Gyeongju 
 
 
 
 

Andong 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Andong 
- Hahoe Mask Museum 
- Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 
- Woryeonggyo Bridge (Moon boat experience) 
- Manhyujeong Pavilion 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang 
 (Short Rib Soup) 

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi  
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

 

Day 5 
08-16 (Wed) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Tteokgalbi 
(Grilled Short Rib Patties) 
D : not included 



Incheon Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 
 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is colorful yet 

refined. The plaza also includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye 

view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed 



commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the stream, as well 

as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of 

the area. The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon 

Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes gathering, 

harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 



displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 



 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Hahoe Mask Museum 

Hahoe Mask Museum is located in Andong Hahoe Village, 

which is both a UNESCO World Heritage Site and Important 

Folklore Material No. 122. Hahoe Village is a representative 

traditional Korean folk town and is the home of the Hahoe 

Mask (National Treasure No. 121) and the Byeolsin Gut Mask 

Dance (Important Intangible Cultural Properties No. 69). The 

museum not only displays Hahoe masks, but also other 

traditional masks from all over the world. 



The museum consists of five permanant exhibition halls and one special exhibition hall, housing a 

wide range of masks from all over the world along with Hahoe masks. The museum also offers 

activity programs such as wearing a mask, mask trick art, photo zone, and more. 

 

 

* Andong Hahoe Village [UNESCO World Heritage] 

    

 
Hahoe Village is one of the most famous folk villages in Korea. Surrounded by the Nakdonggang 

River, the village is home to descendants of the Ryu clan of Pungsan, which still makes up 70 

percent of the villagers. The village became even more famous after Queen Elizabeth of England 

visited on April 21, 1999 and President George H. Bush of U.S.A. in 2005. 

The village has many cultural treasures and important cultural materials, earning the village the 

designation as National Folklore Cultural Heritage No. 122 in 1984. Hahoe Masks, National Treasure 

No. 121, is also an important feature of the village. 

 

 

* Gyeongju Bulguksa Temple [UNESCO World Heritage] 

Bulguksa Temple is a representative relic of Buddhist culture 

from the Silla kingdom. The temple was built in 528 BC during 

the 15th year of King Beop-heung's reign (514-540) to wish for 

peace and prosperity for all. It was later rebuilt in 751 by Kim 

Dae-seong. Unfortunately, the temple caught fire during the 

Imjin War (1592-1598). After the war, the temple suffered 

serious damage and was often the target of theft. 

Starting in 1920, the temple has undergone continual restoration work. The temple now holds seven 

national treasures, a number of additional important heritages, and was designated a World Cultural 

Heritage Site along with the nearby Seokguram Grotto by UNESCO in December 1995.  

* Gyeongju Seokguram Grotto [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 



Seokguram Grotto was constructed by Kim Dae-Seong during 

the reign of King Gyeong-Deok (742-765) of the Silla 

Kingdom. Located 3 kilometers away by hiking trail and 9 

kilometers by car from Bulguksa Temple, the grotto was 

designed very harmoniously with the seated Buddha facing 

the East Sea. 

 

* Daereungwon Tomb Complex (Cheonmachong Tomb) 

 

Within Daereungwon Tomb Complex is Cheonmachong Tomb 

(Ancient Tomb No. 155), which was excavated in 1973. 

Cheonmachong Tomb consists of a wooden coffin placed inside 

an underground chamber mounded with boulders and earth, 

characterized as a typical upper class tomb of the Silla period. 

The mound has a height of 12.7 m with a diameter of 50 m, 

and consists of a layer of rocks collected from streams. Below 

the rock layer is a wooden chamber that is 6.5 m long and 2.1 m wide, reaching 2.1 m in height, 

with the wooden coffin at its center. A total of 11,526 artifacts were discovered within the tomb, 

including Cheonmado, an artwork considered highly valuable as it is Korea's first artwork to be 

excavated from an ancient tomb. 

 

 

* Cheomseongdae Observatory 

 

Cheomseongdae Observatory, constructed during the reign of 

Queen Seondeok (r. 632-647), is one of the landmark of 

Gyeongju. The observatory was built in a cylinder shape at 

approximately 9 meters in height. The observatory consists of 

365 stones, symbolizing the number of days in a year. The rocks 

are piled in 27 layers symbolizing the 27th ruler, Queen 

Seondeok, and the days in a lunar month by adding the of two 

rock layers on top. 

 

 

* Hwangnidan-gil Road 

 

Hwangnidan-gil Road in Gyeongju is yet another rising star within a city brimming with historical 

attractions. Just like a trip to Bulguksa Temple wouldn’t be complete without a stop at Seokguram 

Grotto, a trip to Daereungwon Ancient Tomb Complex should also include a visit to Hwangnidan-

gil Road! This road perfectly merges Korea’s traditional charm with a modern flair through rooftop 



cafés overlooking a hanok village, restaurants serving folk 

cuisine, and shops selling modern-style hanbok. The area was 

recently selected as one of KTO’s 100 Must-go Attractions for 

2019-2020. 

 

 

* Woljeonggyo Bridge 

 

At Woljeonggyo Bridge, on the route that connected Wolseong 

and Mt. Namsan in the Silla Era, the restoration work has ended 

and it has been opened to the public. Thanks to its night views, 

it has already become a local hot spot. If you look up at the 

bridge from the stepping-stones installed in Namcheon Stream 

under the bridge, you take a photo that includes two views of 

Woljeonggyo Bridge: the actual bridge and another one 

reflected in the water. 

 

 

* Gyeongju Gyochon Traditional Village 

 

At Gyeongju Gyochon Village, visitors can see the House of the 

Gyeongju Choi Clan (Important Folklore Material No. 27) and 

try some Gyeongju Gyodong Beopju Liquor (Important 

Intangible Cultural Asset No. 86-3). The village centers around 

the Gyeongju Choi Clan, a family known to have maintained 

their wealth for over 12 generations, producing many important 

people. Visitors can learn about the lifestyle and spending 

habits that enabled the family to do this. The village is also home to the site of Yoseokgung, the 

house of Silla Princess Yoseok. Nearby attractions include Gyerim Forest, Naemulwangneung Royal 

Tomb, and Gyeongjuhyanggyo Local Confucian School. 

 

 The beautiful port city of Busan / 2nights 3days 

Pre 4.  

 
Itinerare 

Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 387,000won ($355) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 



Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Busan (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Busan 
 
 

Busan 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of Haedong Yonggungsa Temple 
 
Drive to Busan 
- Haeundae Beach 
- Nurimaru APEC House 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Busan 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Yongdusan Park & Busan Tower 
- Nampo-dong Gukje Market & Jagalchi Market 
- Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 
- UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea 
- Gwangalli Beach - Gwangan Bridge night view 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Saengseon gui 

(Grilled Fish) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark]  

Included Taejongdae Danubi Train 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dwaeji-Gukbap 

(Pork and Rice Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 



 

Post 4. 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 405,000won ($372) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Busan (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Busan 
 
 
 

Busan 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Busan 
- Haeundae Beach 
- Nurimaru APEC House 
- Haedong Yonggungsa Temple 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Milmyeon 
(Flour noodle) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Busan 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Yongdusan Park & Busan Tower 
- Nampo-dong Gukje Market & Jagalchi Market 
- Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 
- UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea 
- Gwangalli Beach - Gwangan Bridge night view 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Saengseon gui 

(Grilled Fish) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark]  
Included Taejongdae Danubi Train 

Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dwaeji-Gukbap 

(Pork and Rice Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Haeundae Beach 

 

Haeundae Beach is the most famous beach in Busan. The white 

sand beach is roughly 1.5 kilometers long, over a 30- to 50-

meter wide area, creating a beautiful coastline before a shallow 

bay, making it perfect for swimming. 

 

People flock to Haeundae Beach every summer. All kinds of 

accommodations from luxury hotels to private guesthouses 

have developed in the area around the beach, making this the perfect summer vacation spot. 

Haeundae Beach is also famous for various cultural events and festivals held throughout the year. 

Other facilities in the area include Dongbaekseom Island, Busan Aquarium, a yachting dock, BEXCO, 

driving courses and more. 

 

 

* Nurimaru APEC House 

 

The name Nurimaru APEC House is created by combining the 

Korean words nuri (“world”) and maru (“summit”), and “APEC 

House,” which refers to an APEC conference hall. Collectively, it 

means “a house where the world summits gather together for 

an APEC meeting.” 

 

Located on Dongbaekseom Island, which is noted for its 

beautiful, natural landscape accented by dense camellia and pine trees, Nurimaru APEC House has 

been used as a memorial hall and a prestigious international conference hall since the APEC summit 

meeting. Nurimaru, a 3-story building, is a modernistic expression of “jeongja,” a pavilion in 

traditional Korean architectural style. Its roof shape symbolizes the ridgeline of Dongbaekseom 



Island. Its interior design is a visual display of Korea’s creative traditional culture. 

 

The terrace, which has a Korean wooden floor concept, towers over Oryukdo Island, Gwangan Bridge 

and Dallmaji Hill. Located near Haeundae Beach, it not only offers a spectacular view of the beach, 

but also has the appearance of a reputable international conference hall featuring both modern 

and natural beauty. 

 

* Yongdusan Park 

 

Yongdusan Mountain (alt. 49 m) in downtown Busan is one of 

Busan's three famous mountains. It was originally called 

Songhyeonsan Mountain, which means a mountain with a view 

of the sea through the dense pine tree forest. Later, the name 

was changed to Yongdusan Mountain, as the mountain peak 

was shaped similar to a dragon's head, protecting the area 

against foreign invaders overseas. 

The mountain held shrines for the mountain gods built by the Japanese before the 8.15 Liberation. 

Now the mountain is home to a variety of monuments, including Cheokhwabi Monument, 

Chunghontap Pagoda, 4.19 Revolution Monument, a statue of Admiral Yi Sun-shin, and Busan 

Tower. During the Korean War, refugees built houses on the sides of the mountain all the way to 

the summit but these neighborhoods burned down twice, leaving the mountain bare. Since then, 

fierce efforts of planting trees have led to transforming the burnt mountain into a beautiful park. 

The park was called Unam Park at the time of the Liberal Party’s ruling but was renamed to 

Yongdusan Park after the April 19 Revolution. The park offers a beautiful view of Busan Port and 

the surrounding scenery. 

 

 

* Busan Tower 

 

Busan Tower is a symbol of Busan that stands proudly at 69 

meters above sea level at a height of 120 meters. The top of 

the tower is modeled after the baldaquin of Dabotap Pagoda 

in Bulguksa Temple, Gyeongju. 

Loved by Busan citizens and tourists alike, the tower offers a 

stunning night view and plenty to see, such as the Statue of 

the Great Admiral Yi Sun-sin, the Bell of the Citizens, a flower 

clock and a bust of the Busan-based independent activist, Baeksan An Hee-je. 

 

 

* Nampo-dong Gukje Market 



 

Following the Korean War, refugees who fled to Busan set up 

stalls in order to make a living by selling smuggled or imported 

products, which developed into Gukje Market (gukje meaning 

"international" in Korean) of today. Gukje Market is one of 

Korea’s largest markets. The market's alleyways are lined with 

stalls selling diverse goods, particularly machinery tools, 

kitchenware, and clothing. To the market's right is an alleyway 

lined with charity stores, and to the left is Kkangtong Market. 

 

* Jagalchi Market 

 

Jagalchi Market, located on the seaside road in Busan's Jung-

gu, is Korea's largest seafood market, selling both live and dried 

fish. After the Korean War, the market solidified itself as a fish 

market. Most of the people who sell fish are women, so the 

vendors here are called Jagalchi Ajumma, "ajumma" meaning 

middle-aged or married woman in Korean. 

 

This market represents Busan and is famous throughout the country. Visitors can eat fresh raw fish 

right at the market. Even nowadays visitors can see women selling mackerel, sea squirts (ascidians) 

and other seafoods on wooden boxes along the road outside of the market and along the shore. 

 

 

* Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 

 

Gamcheon Culture Villiage is formed by houses built in 

staircase-fashion on the foothills of a coastal mountain, earning 

this village the nickname "Machu Picchu of Busan." Many alleys 

that cut through this community are vibrantly decorated with 

murals and sculptures created by the residents. 

 

 

 

 

* UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea 

 

The UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea honors UN soldiers from 16 countries and UN aids from five 

countries that were killed in battle during the Korean War from 1950-1953. It is the only memorial 

cemetery in the world dedicated to UN soldiers. While the cemetery originally held up to 11,000 



graves, most of the fallen soldiers were repatriated at the 

request of their families, with only 2,300 graves remaining. The 

serene park spreads across a grassy plain area of 135,000 

square meters. Some notable sites and memorials include: 

Memorial Service Hall, Memorabilia Hall, two Turkish 

Monuments, Greek Monument, Australian Monument, British 

Commonwealth Monument and two ponds. 

 

 

 

* Gwangalli Beach 

 

    

 
 

Located to the west of Haeundae Beach, Gwangalli Beach is 1.4 kilometers long and 25~110 meters 

wide, and is famous for its fine sand. The area underwent a water purification process, which led 

the ecosystem to flourish in the nearby river waters. In addition to the beachfront, the Gwangalli 

area is filled with delicious restaurants and romantic cafes, as well as stores selling famous fashion 

brands. The area has plenty to offer, but many people come in the evening to take in the bright 

lights of Gwangandaegyo Bridge, stretching across the horizon. 

 

 

* Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark] 

 

Taejongdae Cliffed Coast was formed by many layers of rock being forced together beneath a lake 

during the Cretaceous period, and then worn away over time by the sea. The coast features many 

geological formations, including sea caves and uniquely shaped rocks. Visitors can enjoy walking 

on the forested paths, or take the train course to easily access Taejongdae Observatory and 



Yeongdo Coastal Culture Space. 

 

Seoul highlight & The beautiful port city Busan / 

3nights 4days 

Pre 4-1.  

 
Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus)  

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 528,000won ($484) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees  
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  2nights at Busan (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Busan 
 
 

Busan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
 
Drive to Busan 
- Haeundae Beach 
- Nurimaru APEC House 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Busan 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Yongdusan Park & Busan Tower 
- Nampo-dong Gukje Market & Jagalchi Market 
- Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 
- UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea 
- Gwangalli Beach - Gwangan Bridge night view 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Saengseon gui 

(Grilled Fish) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 



Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark]  
Included Taejongdae Danubi Train 

Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dwaeji-Gukbap 

(Pork and Rice Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

Post 4-1. 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 552,000won ($506) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Busan (1 room for 2 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 

Busan 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Busan 
- Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark]  
Included Taejongdae Danubi Train 

- Haeundae Beach 
- Nurimaru APEC House 
- Gwangalli Beach - Gwangan Bridge night view 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Milmyeon 
(Flour noodle) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Yongdusan Park & Busan Tower 
- Nampo-dong Gukje Market & Jagalchi Market 
- Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dwaeji-Gukbap 

(Pork and Rice Soup) 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Gwangjang Market 
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 
- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
- Myeong Dong Shopping Street 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dwaeji-Gukbap 

(Pork and Rice Soup) 
D : not included 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : American breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to as the Northern Palace because its 

location is furthest north when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung (Eastern 



Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). Gyeongbokgung 

Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and remains the largest 

of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around 

Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained relatively intact. The 

raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the 

representative art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of 

Heungnyemun Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of 

Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 



Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-dong, a neighborhood known for its 

mixture of historical and modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, digital media, 

and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened 

on March 6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of art into something fun, 



engaging and highly educational. 

* Haeundae Beach 

Haeundae Beach is the most famous beach in Busan. The white 

sand beach is roughly 1.5 kilometers long, over a 30- to 50-

meter wide area, creating a beautiful coastline before a shallow 

bay, making it perfect for swimming.People flock to Haeundae 

Beach every summer. All kinds of accommodations from luxury 

hotels to private guesthouses have developed in the area 

around the beach, making this the perfect summer vacation 

spot. Haeundae Beach is also famous for various cultural events and festivals held throughout the 

year. Other facilities in the area include Dongbaekseom Island, Busan Aquarium, a yachting dock, 

BEXCO, driving courses and more. 

 

* Nurimaru APEC House 

The name Nurimaru APEC House is created by combining the 

Korean words nuri (“world”) and maru (“summit”), and “APEC 

House,” which refers to an APEC conference hall. Collectively, it 

means “a house where the world summits gather together for 

an APEC meeting.” 

Located on Dongbaekseom Island, which is noted for its 

beautiful, natural landscape accented by dense camellia and 

pine trees, Nurimaru APEC House has been used as a memorial hall and a prestigious international 

conference hall since the APEC summit meeting. Nurimaru, a 3-story building, is a modernistic 

expression of “jeongja,” a pavilion in traditional Korean architectural style. Its roof shape symbolizes 

the ridgeline of Dongbaekseom Island. Its interior design is a visual display of Korea’s creative 

traditional culture. 

The terrace, which has a Korean wooden floor concept, towers over Oryukdo Island, Gwangan Bridge 

and Dallmaji Hill. Located near Haeundae Beach, it not only offers a spectacular view of the beach, 

but also has the appearance of a reputable international conference hall featuring both modern 

and natural beauty. 

 

* Yongdusan Park 

Yongdusan Mountain (alt. 49 m) in downtown Busan is one of 

Busan's three famous mountains. It was originally called 

Songhyeonsan Mountain, which means a mountain with a view 

of the sea through the dense pine tree forest. Later, the name 

was changed to Yongdusan Mountain, as the mountain peak 

was shaped similar to a dragon's head, protecting the area 

against foreign invaders overseas. 

The mountain held shrines for the mountain gods built by the Japanese before the 8.15 Liberation. 



Now the mountain is home to a variety of monuments, including Cheokhwabi Monument, 

Chunghontap Pagoda, 4.19 Revolution Monument, a statue of Admiral Yi Sun-shin, and Busan 

Tower. During the Korean War, refugees built houses on the sides of the mountain all the way to 

the summit but these neighborhoods burned down twice, leaving the mountain bare. Since then, 

fierce efforts of planting trees have led to transforming the burnt mountain into a beautiful park. 

The park offers a beautiful view of Busan Port and the surrounding scenery. 

* Busan Tower 

 

Busan Tower is a symbol of Busan that stands proudly at 69 

meters above sea level at a height of 120 meters. The top of 

the tower is modeled after the baldaquin of Dabotap Pagoda 

in Bulguksa Temple, Gyeongju. 

Loved by Busan citizens and tourists alike, the tower offers a 

stunning night view and plenty to see, such as the Statue of 

the Great Admiral Yi Sun-sin, the Bell of the Citizens, a flower 

clock and a bust of the Busan-based independent activist, Baeksan An Hee-je. 

 

 

* Nampo-dong Gukje Market 

 

Following the Korean War, refugees who fled to Busan set up 

stalls in order to make a living by selling smuggled or imported 

products, which developed into Gukje Market (gukje meaning 

"international" in Korean) of today. Gukje Market is one of 

Korea’s largest markets. The market's alleyways are lined with 

stalls selling diverse goods, particularly machinery tools, 

kitchenware, and clothing. To the market's right is an alleyway 

lined with charity stores, and to the left is Kkangtong Market. 

 

 

* Jagalchi Market 

 

Jagalchi Market, located on the seaside road in Busan's Jung-

gu, is Korea's largest seafood market, selling both live and dried 

fish. After the Korean War, the market solidified itself as a fish 

market. Most of the people who sell fish are women, so the 

vendors here are called Jagalchi Ajumma, "ajumma" meaning 

middle-aged or married woman in Korean. 

 

This market represents Busan and is famous throughout the country. Visitors can eat fresh raw fish 



right at the market. Even nowadays visitors can see women selling mackerel, sea squirts (ascidians) 

and other seafoods on wooden boxes along the road outside of the market and along the shore. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 

Gamcheon Culture Villiage is formed by houses built in 

staircase-fashion on the foothills of a coastal mountain, earning 

this village the nickname "Machu Picchu of Busan." Many alleys 

that cut through this community are vibrantly decorated with 

murals and sculptures created by the residents. 

 

 

 

 

 

* UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea 

The UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea honors UN soldiers from 

16 countries and UN aids from five countries that were killed 

in battle during the Korean War from 1950-1953. It is the only 

memorial cemetery in the world dedicated to UN soldiers. 

While the cemetery originally held up to 11,000 graves, most 

of the fallen soldiers were repatriated at the request of their 

families, with only 2,300 graves remaining. The serene park 

spreads across a grassy plain area of 135,000 square meters. Some notable sites and memorials 

include: Memorial Service Hall, Memorabilia Hall, two Turkish Monuments, Greek Monument, 

Australian Monument, British Commonwealth Monument and two ponds. 

 

 

* Gwangalli Beach 

Located to the west of Haeundae Beach, Gwangalli Beach is 1.4 kilometers long and 25~110 meters 

wide, and is famous for its fine sand. The area underwent a water purification process, which led 

the ecosystem to flourish in the nearby river waters. In addition to the beachfront, the Gwangalli 

area is filled with delicious restaurants and romantic cafes, as well as stores selling famous fashion 

brands. The area has plenty to offer, but many people come in the evening to take in the bright 



lights of Gwangandaegyo Bridge, stretching across the horizon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark] 

Taejongdae Cliffed Coast was formed by many layers of rock 

being forced together beneath a lake during the Cretaceous 

period, and then worn away over time by the sea. The coast 

features many geological formations, including sea caves and 

uniquely shaped rocks. Visitors can enjoy walking on the 

forested paths, or take the train course to easily access 

Taejongdae Observatory and Yeongdo Coastal Culture Space. 

 

 Exploring Seoul freely & The beautiful port city Busan / 3nights 4days  

Pre 4-2. 
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus)  

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 486,000won ($446) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 3, Dat 4) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  1nights at Busan (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 



Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 

Buasn 

Accommodation check out 
[07:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Busan 
 
- Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 
- UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea 
- Haeundae Beach 
- Nurimaru APEC House 
- Gwangalli Beach - Gwangan Bridge night view 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Saengseon gui 

(Grilled Fish) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark]  
Included Taejongdae Danubi Train 

Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dwaeji-Gukbap 

(Pork and Rice Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

4. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
5. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

6. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

4. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

5. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

6. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

Post 4-2. 

 
 

Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 



No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 525,000won ($482) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Busan (1 room for 2 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 

Busan 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Busan 
- Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark]  
Included Taejongdae Danubi Train 

- Haeundae Beach 
- Nurimaru APEC House 
- Gwangalli Beach - Gwangan Bridge night view 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Milmyeon 
(Flour noodle) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Yongdusan Park & Busan Tower 
- Nampo-dong Gukje Market & Jagalchi Market 
- Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dwaeji-Gukbap 

(Pork and Rice Soup) 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi  
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 



Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

▶ Destination 

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 



 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, with shops selling everything from 



clothing and cosmetics to living goods and books, as well as 

unique cafés and restaurants. The streets are also filled with 

buskers and dance performances, making a walk here quite 

entertaining. Special streets such as ateliers’ street (lined with 

private institutions for art students preparing for university 

entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and Club Street are also 

must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the 

Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place where old but precious traditional 

goods are on display. There is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within these 



alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and 

restaurants are the perfect complement to the galleries. They 

are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel 

like a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular 

among all age groups, because each one is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 

 

Gamcheon Culture Villiage is formed by houses built in 

staircase-fashion on the foothills of a coastal mountain, earning 

this village the nickname "Machu Picchu of Busan." Many alleys 

that cut through this community are vibrantly decorated with 

murals and sculptures created by the residents. 

 

 

 

 

* UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea 

 

The UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea honors UN soldiers from 16 countries and UN aids from five 



countries that were killed in battle during the Korean War from 

1950-1953. It is the only memorial cemetery in the world 

dedicated to UN soldiers. While the cemetery originally held up 

to 11,000 graves, most of the fallen soldiers were repatriated at 

the request of their families, with only 2,300 graves remaining. 

The serene park spreads across a grassy plain area of 135,000 

square meters. Some notable sites and memorials include: 

Memorial Service Hall, Memorabilia Hall, two Turkish Monuments, Greek Monument, Australian 

Monument, British Commonwealth Monument and two ponds. 

 

 

* Haeundae Beach 

 

Haeundae Beach is the most famous beach in Busan. The white 

sand beach is roughly 1.5 kilometers long, over a 30- to 50-

meter wide area, creating a beautiful coastline before a shallow 

bay, making it perfect for swimming.People flock to Haeundae 

Beach every summer. All kinds of accommodations from luxury 

hotels to private guesthouses have developed in the area 

around the beach, making this the perfect summer vacation 

spot. Haeundae Beach is also famous for various cultural events and festivals held throughout the 

year. Other facilities in the area include Dongbaekseom Island, Busan Aquarium, a yachting dock, 

BEXCO, driving courses and more. 

 

 

 

 

 

* Nurimaru APEC House 

 

The name Nurimaru APEC House is created by combining the 

Korean words nuri (“world”) and maru (“summit”), and “APEC 

House,” which refers to an APEC conference hall. Collectively, it 

means “a house where the world summits gather together for 

an APEC meeting.” 

Located on Dongbaekseom Island, which is noted for its 

beautiful, natural landscape accented by dense camellia and 

pine trees, Nurimaru APEC House has been used as a memorial hall and a prestigious international 

conference hall since the APEC summit meeting. Nurimaru, a 3-story building, is a modernistic 

expression of “jeongja,” a pavilion in traditional Korean architectural style. Its roof shape symbolizes 



the ridgeline of Dongbaekseom Island. Its interior design is a visual display of Korea’s creative 

traditional culture. 

The terrace, which has a Korean wooden floor concept, towers over Oryukdo Island, Gwangan Bridge 

and Dallmaji Hill. Located near Haeundae Beach, it not only offers a spectacular view of the beach, 

but also has the appearance of a reputable international conference hall featuring both modern 

and natural beauty. 

 

 

* Gwangalli Beach 

 

Located to the west of Haeundae Beach, Gwangalli Beach is 1.4 

kilometers long and 25~110 meters wide, and is famous for its 

fine sand. The area underwent a water purification process, 

which led the ecosystem to flourish in the nearby river waters. 

In addition to the beachfront, the Gwangalli area is filled with 

delicious restaurants and romantic cafes, as well as stores 

selling famous fashion brands. The area has plenty to offer, but 

many people come in the evening to take in the bright lights of Gwangandaegyo Bridge, stretching 

across the horizon. 

 

 

* Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark] 

 

Taejongdae Cliffed Coast was formed by many layers of rock 

being forced together beneath a lake during the Cretaceous 

period, and then worn away over time by the sea. The coast 

features many geological formations, including sea caves and 

uniquely shaped rocks. Visitors can enjoy walking on the 

forested paths, or take the train course to easily access 

Taejongdae Observatory and Yeongdo Coastal Culture Space. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & The beautiful port city Busan / 4nights 5days  

Pre 4-3.  

 
Itinerare 

Date July 28, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus)  

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 594,000won ($545) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 4, Day 5) 



2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees. Discover Seoul Pass (48 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   3night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  1nights at Busan (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-28 (Fri) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-29 (Sat) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : American breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : American breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Ssambapjeongsik 
(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 4 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 

Buasn 

Accommodation check out 
[07:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Busan 
- Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 
- UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea 
- Haeundae Beach 
- Nurimaru APEC House 
- Gwangalli Beach - Gwangan Bridge night view 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Saengseon gui 

(Grilled Fish) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 5 
08-01 (Tue) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark]  
Included Taejongdae Danubi Train 

Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dwaeji-Gukbap 

(Pork and Rice Soup) 
D : not included 



Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

 Post 4-3.  
 

Itinerare  
Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 16, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 646,000won ($593) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (4 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 4 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (48 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Busan (1 room for 2 people) / 3nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

 

Buan 
 
 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 

Busan 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Busan 
- Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark]  
Included Taejongdae Danubi Train 

- Haeundae Beach 
- Nurimaru APEC House 
- Gwangalli Beach - Gwangan Bridge night view 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Milmyeon 
(Flour noodle) 

D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Busan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Yongdusan Park & Busan Tower 
- Nampo-dong Gukje Market & Jagalchi Market 
- Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dwaeji-Gukbap 

(Pork and Rice Soup) 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 Seoul [09:00] Depart from the accommodation B : Korean breakfast 



08-14 (Mon)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

L : Free choice  
(cash provided)  

D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Ssambapjeongsik  

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 5 
08-16 (Wed) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with  
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price 

can be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to 
each person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 
 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  



Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 



* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend of reinterpreted railway. Covering 

a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern Seoul 

towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal 

length for a weekend afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city that 



mushroomed around and along the railway in the turbulent 

century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail 

continues. Landscaping work on the trail began in 2011 and 

was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly 

transplanted feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees 

buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the lack of major 

roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses straight into 

quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on December 18, 2004, has been called 

the "New Insa-dong within Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from luxury 



traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Busan Gamcheon Culture Village 

 

Gamcheon Culture Villiage is formed by houses built in 

staircase-fashion on the foothills of a coastal mountain, earning 

this village the nickname "Machu Picchu of Busan." Many alleys 

that cut through this community are vibrantly decorated with 

murals and sculptures created by the residents. 

 

 

 

 

* UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea 

 

The UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea honors UN soldiers from 

16 countries and UN aids from five countries that were killed 

in battle during the Korean War from 1950-1953. It is the only 

memorial cemetery in the world dedicated to UN soldiers. 

While the cemetery originally held up to 11,000 graves, most 

of the fallen soldiers were repatriated at the request of their 

families, with only 2,300 graves remaining. The serene park 

spreads across a grassy plain area of 135,000 square meters. Some notable sites and memorials 

include: Memorial Service Hall, Memorabilia Hall, two Turkish Monuments, Greek Monument, 

Australian Monument, British Commonwealth Monument and two ponds. 

 

 

* Haeundae Beach 

 

Haeundae Beach is the most famous beach in Busan. The white sand beach is roughly 1.5 kilometers 

long, over a 30- to 50-meter wide area, creating a beautiful coastline before a shallow bay, making 



it perfect for swimming.People flock to Haeundae Beach every 

summer. All kinds of accommodations from luxury hotels to 

private guesthouses have developed in the area around the 

beach, making this the perfect summer vacation spot. 

Haeundae Beach is also famous for various cultural events and 

festivals held throughout the year. Other facilities in the area 

include Dongbaekseom Island, Busan Aquarium, a yachting 

dock, BEXCO, driving courses and more. 

 

 

 

 

* Nurimaru APEC House 

 

The name Nurimaru APEC House is created by combining the 

Korean words nuri (“world”) and maru (“summit”), and “APEC 

House,” which refers to an APEC conference hall. Collectively, it 

means “a house where the world summits gather together for 

an APEC meeting.” 

Located on Dongbaekseom Island, which is noted for its 

beautiful, natural landscape accented by dense camellia and 

pine trees, Nurimaru APEC House has been used as a memorial hall and a prestigious international 

conference hall since the APEC summit meeting. Nurimaru, a 3-story building, is a modernistic 

expression of “jeongja,” a pavilion in traditional Korean architectural style. Its roof shape symbolizes 

the ridgeline of Dongbaekseom Island. Its interior design is a visual display of Korea’s creative 

traditional culture. 

The terrace, which has a Korean wooden floor concept, towers over Oryukdo Island, Gwangan Bridge 

and Dallmaji Hill. Located near Haeundae Beach, it not only offers a spectacular view of the beach, 

but also has the appearance of a reputable international conference hall featuring both modern 

and natural beauty. 

 

 

* Gwangalli Beach 

 

Located to the west of Haeundae Beach, Gwangalli Beach is 1.4 kilometers long and 25~110 meters 

wide, and is famous for its fine sand. The area underwent a water purification process, which led 

the ecosystem to flourish in the nearby river waters. In addition to the beachfront, the Gwangalli 

area is filled with delicious restaurants and romantic cafes, as well as stores selling famous fashion 

brands. The area has plenty to offer, but many people come in the evening to take in the bright 



lights of Gwangandaegyo Bridge, stretching across the horizon. 

 

 

* Taejongdae Cliffed Coast [National Geopark] 

 

Taejongdae Cliffed Coast was formed by many layers of rock 

being forced together beneath a lake during the Cretaceous 

period, and then worn away over time by the sea. The coast 

features many geological formations, including sea caves and 

uniquely shaped rocks. Visitors can enjoy walking on the 

forested paths, or take the train course to easily access 

Taejongdae Observatory and Yeongdo Coastal Culture Space. 

 

 Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do / 2nights 3days 

Pre 5. 
 

Itinerary 
Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation University dormitory 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 304,000won ($279) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Suncheon (1 room for 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 

Suncheon 
 

Suncheon 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
 
Drive to Suncheon 
- Suncheon Open Filming Location 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Dalg-gu-i 

(Grilled Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Suncheon 
 
 
 
 
 

Yeoso 
 
 
 

Suncheon 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Suncheonman Bay National Garden 
- Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
- Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
- Hamel Lighthouse (Hamel Exhibition Hall) 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 Suncheon Accommodation check out B : Korean breakfast 



08-01 (Tue)  
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
- Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
- Yeosu World Expo Sky Tower 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

L : kkomagjeongsig 
(Cockle set meal) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 5. 

 

 

 
Itinerare 

 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 16, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 332,000won ($305) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast  

2nights at Suncheon (1 room for 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance  
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 



Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Suncheon 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Suncheon 
- Suncheonman Bay National Garden 
- Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 
- Suncheon Open Filming Location 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Suncheon 
 
 

Yeoso 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Suncheon 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yeoso 
- Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
- Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
- Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
- Yeosu World Expo Sky Tower 
- Hamel Lighthouse (Hamel Exhibition Hall) 
Drive to Suncheon 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : kkomagjeongsig 

(Cockle set meal) 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
- Dolsan Park 

Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price 

can be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to 
each person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Suncheon Open Filming Location 

 

Suncheon Open Filming Location is a must for fans of Korean dramas and films, especially those 

set in the recent past. The film set is a faithful recreation of city life in Korea during the 1950s-

1970s, and has appeared in many movies to date. You can choose the standard tour course or 

make your trip more eventful by participating in activities. The set is largely divided into the three 



sections of downtown Suncheon, Seoul’s Byeondu-ri 

neighborhood, and Bongcheon-dong Moon Village on the 

hilltop. The filming set also serves popular snacks like jeon 

(pancakes) and makgeoli (rice wine) if you’re feeling hungry as 

you tour. 

 

 

* Suncheonman Bay National Garden 

 

    

 
 

Suncheonman Bay National Garden was established on a plot of 1.12 million ㎢ to help protect 

Suncheonman Bay. The garden is home to over 790,000 trees in 505 species and 3.15 million flowers 

in 113 species. The numerous groups of tulips and royal azaleas are truly a sight to see. In addition, 

the nearby 30,000 ㎡ field of canola flowers in full bloom in May creates a beautiful yellow "wave" 

of color. Although there are restaurants within the garden, bringing in food is allowed, making the 

garden a great location for a picnic in the shade of the trees. 

 

After exploring the garden, visitors can hop on the unmanned shuttle train (PRT) and ride to 

Suncheon Literature Center, and then transfer to the Reed Trolley to pass the 1.2-kilometer stretch 

of reeds to Mujingyo Bridge. 

 

 

* Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 

 



    

 
 

Suncheonman Bay's reed field covers a total area of approximately 495,867 ㎡, encompassing the 

regions of Gyoryang-dong and Daedae-dong in Suncheon as well as Haeryong-myeon's Jungheung-

ri, Haechang-ri, and Seonhak-ri. The reed field starts from the confluence of Dongcheon and 

Isacheon Streams, and stretches along both sides of the stream for approximately 3 kilometers until 

it reaches the main reed colony at Suncheonman Bay. The reed fields in Suncheonman Bay are 

thickly covered with reeds taller than a full-grown man. It is the biggest colony of reeds in Korea. 

The scene of the entire field swaying in the wind is like watching waves on the sea. Suncheonman 

Bay Wetland Reserve is a natural habitat for birds of over 140 species, including migratory and 

endangered bird species such as the hooded crane, white-naped crane, Oriental White Stork, black-

faced spoonbill, Eurasian Oystercatcher as well as birds designated as natural treasures. 

 

 

* Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 

 

The base point of Hallyeohaesang National Park, Odongdo 

Island is famous for colonies of camellia found on the island. In 

addition to the camellias, there are 70 species of wildflowers 

and 200 species of evergreen trees that flourish here. The island 

is known to be most beautiful in mid-March when the camellias 

are at its peak. To get to the island, it takes around 10 minutes 

by car from Yeosu downtown. Other options include the 

Dongbaek Train, a ferry or motorboat. 

 

 

* Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 

 

Yeosu Maritime Cable Car is the first of its kind in Korea, connecting Dolsan Island and the mainland 



over the ocean. Passengers can choose between the standard 

cabins and crystal cabins. In particular, crystal cabins allow 

passengers to observe the ocean below ones feet, experiencing 

the thrill of being suspended in mid-air through its transparent 

flooring. 

* Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 

 

Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach is located 3 kilometers to the 

north along the coastal road from Yeosu EXPO Station. The 

beach, 540 meters in length and 25 meters in width, has an 

average water temperature of 25 degrees Celsius. The black 

sand is said to help blood circulation and remove toxins from 

the body. 

 

 

* Yeosu Ocean Railbike 

 

Yeosu Ocean Railbike is comprised of a 3.5-kilometer open 

track that follows the rocky coast of Yeosu. The track takes 

passengers along the coastal line through the open air and a 

tunnel course at a leisurely pace. The track and bikes are 

designed to please the eyes of passengers as well as ensure 

safety and comfort. 

 

Seoul highlight & Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do / 3nights 4days 

Pre 5-1. 
 

Itinerary 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ July 31, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel & University dormitory 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 447,000won ($410) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  /  2nights at Suncheon (1 room for 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 



Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Suncheon 
 

Suncheon 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
 
Drive to Suncheon 
- Suncheon Open Filming Location 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Suncheon 
 
 
 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 
 

Suncheon 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Suncheonman Bay National Garden 
- Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
- Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
- Hamel Lighthouse (Hamel Exhibition Hall) 
Drive to Suncheon 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dalg-gu-i 

(Grilled Chicken) 
D : Hanjeongsik 

(korean table d’hote) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
- Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
- Yeosu World Expo Sky Tower 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : kkomagjeongsig 

(Cockle set meal) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  



3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 5-1.  

 

Itinerare  
Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 16, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 488,000won ($448) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast  

1night at Suncheon (1 room for 6 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance  
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 
 

Suncheon 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Suncheon 
- Suncheonman Bay National Garden 
- Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
- Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
- Hamel Lighthouse (Hamel Exhibition Hall) 
Drive to Suncheon 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Dalg-gu-i 
(Grilled Chicken) 

D : Hanjeongsik 
(korean table d’hote) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeoso 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yeoso 
-- Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
- Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
- Yeosu World Expo Sky Tower 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : kkomagjeongsig 

(Cockle set meal) 
D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Gwangjang Market 
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free meal 

(Given in cash) 
D : Bulgogi 

(Grilled Marinated 
Beef) 



 
 
 
 

Seoul 

- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
- Myeong Dong Shopping Street 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price 

can be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to 
each person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

▶ Destination 
 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 



Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 



Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Suncheon Open Filming Location 

 

Suncheon Open Filming Location is a must for fans of Korean dramas and films, especially those 

set in the recent past. The film set is a faithful recreation of city life in Korea during the 1950s-

1970s, and has appeared in many movies to date. You can choose the standard tour course or 

make your trip more eventful by participating in activities. The set is largely divided into the three 

sections of downtown Suncheon, Seoul’s Byeondu-ri neighborhood, and Bongcheon-dong Moon 

Village on the hilltop. The filming set also serves popular snacks like jeon (pancakes) and makgeoli 



(rice wine) if you’re feeling hungry as you tour. 

 

 

* Suncheonman Bay National Garden 

 

  

   
 

Suncheonman Bay National Garden was established on a plot of 1.12 million ㎢ to help protect 

Suncheonman Bay. The garden is home to over 790,000 trees in 505 species and 3.15 million flowers 

in 113 species. The numerous groups of tulips and royal azaleas are truly a sight to see. In addition, 

the nearby 30,000 ㎡ field of canola flowers in full bloom in May creates a beautiful yellow "wave" 

of color. Although there are restaurants within the garden, bringing in food is allowed, making the 

garden a great location for a picnic in the shade of the trees. 

 

After exploring the garden, visitors can hop on the unmanned shuttle train (PRT) and ride to 

Suncheon Literature Center, and then transfer to the Reed Trolley to pass the 1.2-kilometer stretch 

of reeds to Mujingyo Bridge. 

 

 

 

* Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 

 

    



 
 

Suncheonman Bay's reed field covers a total area of approximately 495,867 ㎡, encompassing the 

regions of Gyoryang-dong and Daedae-dong in Suncheon as well as Haeryong-myeon's Jungheung-

ri, Haechang-ri, and Seonhak-ri. The reed field starts from the confluence of Dongcheon and 

Isacheon Streams, and stretches along both sides of the stream for approximately 3 kilometers until 

it reaches the main reed colony at Suncheonman Bay. The reed fields in Suncheonman Bay are 

thickly covered with reeds taller than a full-grown man. It is the biggest colony of reeds in Korea. 

The scene of the entire field swaying in the wind is like watching waves on the sea. Suncheonman 

Bay Wetland Reserve is a natural habitat for birds of over 140 species, including migratory and 

endangered bird species such as the hooded crane, white-naped crane, Oriental White Stork, black-

faced spoonbill, Eurasian Oystercatcher as well as birds designated as natural treasures. 

 

 

* Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 

 

The base point of Hallyeohaesang National Park, Odongdo 

Island is famous for colonies of camellia found on the island. In 

addition to the camellias, there are 70 species of wildflowers 

and 200 species of evergreen trees that flourish here. The island 

is known to be most beautiful in mid-March when the camellias 

are at its peak. To get to the island, it takes around 10 minutes 

by car from Yeosu downtown. Other options include the 

Dongbaek Train, a ferry or motorboat. 

 

 

* Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 

 

Yeosu Maritime Cable Car is the first of its kind in Korea, 

connecting Dolsan Island and the mainland over the ocean. 

Passengers can choose between the standard cabins and crystal 

cabins. In particular, crystal cabins allow passengers to observe 

the ocean below ones feet, experiencing the thrill of being 

suspended in mid-air through its transparent flooring. 

* Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 



 

Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach is located 3 kilometers to the 

north along the coastal road from Yeosu EXPO Station. The 

beach, 540 meters in length and 25 meters in width, has an 

average water temperature of 25 degrees Celsius. The black 

sand is said to help blood circulation and remove toxins from 

the body. 

 

 

* Yeosu Ocean Railbike 

 

Yeosu Ocean Railbike is comprised of a 3.5-kilometer open 

track that follows the rocky coast of Yeosu. The track takes 

passengers along the coastal line through the open air and a 

tunnel course at a leisurely pace. The track and bikes are 

designed to please the eyes of passengers as well as ensure 

safety and comfort. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do / 3nights 4days 

Pre 5-2. 
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus)  

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 452,000won ($415) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 3, Dat 4) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  1nights at Suncheon (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 



Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 
 

Suncheon 

Accommodation check out 
[07:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Suncheon 
- Suncheonman Bay National Garden 
- Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
- Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
- Hamel Lighthouse (Hamel Exhibition Hall) 
Drive to Suncheon 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dalg-gu-i 

(Grilled Chicken) 
D : Hanjeongsik 

(korean table d’hote) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
- Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
- Yeosu World Expo Sky Tower 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : kkomagjeongsig 

(Cockle set meal) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

7. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
8. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

9. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

7. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

8. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

9. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 5-2. 

 



Itinerare  
Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 459,000won ($421) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Dat 1, Day 2) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 

Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (42 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 

1night at Suncheon (1 room for 6 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance  
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 
 

Suncheon 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Suncheon 
- Suncheonman Bay National Garden 
- Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
- Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
- Hamel Lighthouse (Hamel Exhibition Hall) 
Drive to Suncheon 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Dalg-gu-i 
(Grilled Chicken) 

D : Hanjeongsik 
(korean table d’hote) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeoso 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yeoso 
-- Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
- Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
- Yeosu World Expo Sky Tower 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : kkomagjeongsig 

(Cockle set meal) 
D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

. 
[17:00] Return to accommodation 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free meal 

(Given in cash) 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 



1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price 

can be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to 
each person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is colorful yet 

refined. The plaza also includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye 

view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed 

commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains 

that add to the ambience of the area. The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream 



Restoration Project, and also symbolizes gathering, harmony, 

peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 



 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place where old but precious traditional 



goods are on display. There is one main road in Insa-dong with 

alleys on each side. Within these alleys are galleries, traditional 

restaurants, teahouses, and cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and 

restaurants are the perfect complement to the galleries. They 

are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-

dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Suncheonman Bay National Garden 

 

    



 
 

Suncheonman Bay National Garden was established on a plot of 1.12 million ㎢ to help protect 

Suncheonman Bay. The garden is home to over 790,000 trees in 505 species and 3.15 million flowers 

in 113 species. The numerous groups of tulips and royal azaleas are truly a sight to see. In addition, 

the nearby 30,000 ㎡ field of canola flowers in full bloom in May creates a beautiful yellow "wave" 

of color. Although there are restaurants within the garden, bringing in food is allowed, making the 

garden a great location for a picnic in the shade of the trees. 

 

After exploring the garden, visitors can hop on the unmanned shuttle train (PRT) and ride to 

Suncheon Literature Center, and then transfer to the Reed Trolley to pass the 1.2-kilometer stretch 

of reeds to Mujingyo Bridge. 

 

 

* Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 

 

    

 
 

Suncheonman Bay's reed field covers a total area of approximately 495,867 ㎡, encompassing the 

regions of Gyoryang-dong and Daedae-dong in Suncheon as well as Haeryong-myeon's Jungheung-

ri, Haechang-ri, and Seonhak-ri. The reed field starts from the confluence of Dongcheon and 

Isacheon Streams, and stretches along both sides of the stream for approximately 3 kilometers until 

it reaches the main reed colony at Suncheonman Bay. The reed fields in Suncheonman Bay are 

thickly covered with reeds taller than a full-grown man. It is the biggest colony of reeds in Korea. 



The scene of the entire field swaying in the wind is like watching waves on the sea. Suncheonman 

Bay Wetland Reserve is a natural habitat for birds of over 140 species, including migratory and 

endangered bird species such as the hooded crane, white-naped crane, Oriental White Stork, black-

faced spoonbill, Eurasian Oystercatcher as well as birds designated as natural treasures. 

* Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
 

The base point of Hallyeohaesang National Park, Odongdo 

Island is famous for colonies of camellia found on the island. In 

addition to the camellias, there are 70 species of wildflowers 

and 200 species of evergreen trees that flourish here. The island 

is known to be most beautiful in mid-March when the camellias 

are at its peak. To get to the island, it takes around 10 minutes 

by car from Yeosu downtown. Other options include the 

Dongbaek Train, a ferry or motorboat. 

 

 

* Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
 

Yeosu Maritime Cable Car is the first of its kind in Korea, 

connecting Dolsan Island and the mainland over the ocean. 

Passengers can choose between the standard cabins and crystal 

cabins. In particular, crystal cabins allow passengers to observe 

the ocean below ones feet, experiencing the thrill of being 

suspended in mid-air through its transparent flooring. 

 

 

 

* Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
 

Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach is located 3 kilometers to the 

north along the coastal road from Yeosu EXPO Station. The 

beach, 540 meters in length and 25 meters in width, has an 

average water temperature of 25 degrees Celsius. The black 

sand is said to help blood circulation and remove toxins from 

the body. 

 

 

 

 

* Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
 



Yeosu Ocean Railbike is comprised of a 3.5-kilometer open 

track that follows the rocky coast of Yeosu. The track takes 

passengers along the coastal line through the open air and a 

tunnel course at a leisurely pace. The track and bikes are 

designed to please the eyes of passengers as well as ensure 

safety and comfort. 

 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & Korea's hidden treasure, Jeolla-do / 4nights 5days  

Pre 5-3. 

 
 

Itinerary 

Date July 28, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (4nights 5days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus)  

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 559,000won ($513) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 4, Dat 5) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (4 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (48 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   3night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  1nights at Suncheon (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-28 (Fri) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-29 (Sat) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



 
Seoul 

[17:00] Return to accommodation  

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 
 

[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Ssambapjeongsik (Rice 
with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 

Suncheon 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 

Suncheon 

Accommodation check out 
[07:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
Drive to Suncheon 
- Suncheonman Bay National Garden 
- Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
- Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
- Hamel Lighthouse (Hamel Exhibition Hall) 
Drive to Suncheon 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Dalg-gu-i 

(Grilled Chicken) 
D : Hanjeongsik 

(korean table d’hote) 

Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Suncheon 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
- Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
- Yeosu World Expo Sky Tower 
Drive to Buan 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : kkomagjeongsig 

(Cockle set meal) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 



※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 5-3. 

 

Itinerare  
Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 16, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 567,000won ($520) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Dat 1, Day 2) 
2. Private Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 

Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (4 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 4 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (42 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 

1night at Suncheon (1 room for 6 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance  
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeosu 
 
 
 
 

Suncheon 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Suncheon 
- Suncheonman Bay National Garden 
- Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 
 
Drive to Yeosu 
- Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
- Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
- Hamel Lighthouse (Hamel Exhibition Hall) 
Drive to Suncheon 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Dalg-gu-i 
(Grilled Chicken) 

D : Hanjeongsik 
(korean table d’hote) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Suncheon 
 
 
 

Yeoso 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Yeoso 
-- Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
- Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
- Yeosu World Expo Sky Tower 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : kkomagjeongsig 

(Cockle set meal) 
D : Jjimdak 
(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free meal 

(Given in cash) 
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 



areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 
 
[17:00] Return to accommodation 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and 
explore Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a 
long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

. 
 
[17:00] Return to accommodation 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free meal 

(Given in cash) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 5 
08-16 (Wed) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price 

can be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to 
each person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 
 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to as the Northern Palace because its 

location is furthest north when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung (Eastern 

Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most 



beautiful, and remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around 

Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained relatively intact. The 

raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the 

representative art style of their time. The National Palace 

Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun Gate, and 

the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 



    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend of reinterpreted railway. Covering 

a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern Seoul 

towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal 

length for a weekend afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city that 



mushroomed around and along the railway in the turbulent 

century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail 

continues. Landscaping work on the trail began in 2011 and 

was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly 

transplanted feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees 

buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the lack of major 

roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses straight into 

quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on December 18, 2004, has been called 

the "New Insa-dong within Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from luxury 



traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Suncheonman Bay National Garden 

 

    

 
 

Suncheonman Bay National Garden was established on a plot of 1.12 million ㎢ to help protect 

Suncheonman Bay. The garden is home to over 790,000 trees in 505 species and 3.15 million flowers 

in 113 species. The numerous groups of tulips and royal azaleas are truly a sight to see. In addition, 

the nearby 30,000 ㎡ field of canola flowers in full bloom in May creates a beautiful yellow "wave" 

of color. Although there are restaurants within the garden, bringing in food is allowed, making the 

garden a great location for a picnic in the shade of the trees. 

 

After exploring the garden, visitors can hop on the unmanned shuttle train (PRT) and ride to 

Suncheon Literature Center, and then transfer to the Reed Trolley to pass the 1.2-kilometer stretch 

of reeds to Mujingyo Bridge. 

 

 

* Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve 

 



    

 
 

Suncheonman Bay's reed field covers a total area of approximately 495,867 ㎡, encompassing the 

regions of Gyoryang-dong and Daedae-dong in Suncheon as well as Haeryong-myeon's Jungheung-

ri, Haechang-ri, and Seonhak-ri. The reed field starts from the confluence of Dongcheon and 

Isacheon Streams, and stretches along both sides of the stream for approximately 3 kilometers until 

it reaches the main reed colony at Suncheonman Bay. The reed fields in Suncheonman Bay are 

thickly covered with reeds taller than a full-grown man. It is the biggest colony of reeds in Korea. 

The scene of the entire field swaying in the wind is like watching waves on the sea. Suncheonman 

Bay Wetland Reserve is a natural habitat for birds of over 140 species, including migratory and 

endangered bird species such as the hooded crane, white-naped crane, Oriental White Stork, black-

faced spoonbill, Eurasian Oystercatcher as well as birds designated as natural treasures. 

* Hallyeohaesang National Park (Odongdo Island District) 
 

The base point of Hallyeohaesang National Park, Odongdo 

Island is famous for colonies of camellia found on the island. In 

addition to the camellias, there are 70 species of wildflowers 

and 200 species of evergreen trees that flourish here. The island 

is known to be most beautiful in mid-March when the camellias 

are at its peak. To get to the island, it takes around 10 minutes 

by car from Yeosu downtown. Other options include the 

Dongbaek Train, a ferry or motorboat. 

 

 

* Yeosu Maritime Cable Car 
 

Yeosu Maritime Cable Car is the first of its kind in Korea, connecting Dolsan Island and the mainland 

over the ocean. Passengers can choose between the standard cabins and crystal cabins. In particular, 

crystal cabins allow passengers to observe the ocean below ones feet, experiencing the thrill of 



being suspended in mid-air through its transparent flooring. 

 

 

 

* Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach 
 

Manseong-ri Black Sand Beach is located 3 kilometers to the 

north along the coastal road from Yeosu EXPO Station. The 

beach, 540 meters in length and 25 meters in width, has an 

average water temperature of 25 degrees Celsius. The black 

sand is said to help blood circulation and remove toxins from 

the body. 

 

 

 

 

* Yeosu Ocean Railbike 
 

Yeosu Ocean Railbike is comprised of a 3.5-kilometer open 

track that follows the rocky coast of Yeosu. The track takes 

passengers along the coastal line through the open air and a 

tunnel course at a leisurely pace. The track and bikes are 

designed to please the eyes of passengers as well as ensure 

safety and comfort. 

 

 

UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo / 2nights 3days 

Pre 6. 
 

Itinerary 
Date July 30, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel & Hanok Village stay 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 334,000won ($306) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Cheonan (1 room for 6 people)  /  1night at Gongju (1 room for 5 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance     8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 



Day 1 
07-30 (Sun) 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cheonan 
 

Cheonan 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of Chungmugong Yi Sun-sin 
Memorial Hall  
 
Drive to Cheonan 
- The Independence Hall of Korea 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-31 (Mon) 

Cheonan 
 
 
 

Asan 
 
 

Gongju 
 
 
 
 

Gongju 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Asan 
- Asan Spavis Waterpark 
 
Drive to Gongju 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju] 
Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress 
Ungjin Baekje Historical Museum 
Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 
 

Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gongju 
 
 
 

Buyeo 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Buyeo 
- Baekje Cultural Land 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Buyeo] 
Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress 
Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site 

- Buyeo National Museum 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Ssambapjeongsik  

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

Post 6.  



 

 
Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 14, 2023 (2nights 3days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 352,000won ($323) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   2nights at Cheonan (1 room for 6 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Buyeo 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gongju 
 
 
 
 
 

Cheonan 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Buyeo 
- Baekje Cultural Land 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Buyeo] 
Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress 
Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site 

- Buyeo National Museum 
 
Drive to Gongju 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju] 
Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress 
Ungjin Baekje Historical Museum 
Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 
 

Drive to Cheonan 
Accommodation check in and free time 

 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Cheonan 
 
 

Asan 
 
 
 

Cheonan 

[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Asan 
- Oeam Folk Village 
- Asan Spavis Waterpark 
Drive to Cheonan 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Ssambapjeongsik  

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Cheonan 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- The Independence Hall of Korea 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang 

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 



1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* The Independence Hall of Korea 

 

The Independence Hall of Korea collects, preserves, displays, 

and researches Korean historical documents and relics from the 

past to the present, focusing on the independence movements 

during the Japanese colonial period. The Independence Hall 

officially opened on the anniversary of Independence Day in 

1987 thanks to donations from the public. 

 

 

* Asan Spavis Waterpark 

 

Located one hour away from Seoul, Asan Spavis is a theme park 

comprised of a pool for water therapy, kid pool, and an outdoor 

hot spring pool open all year long, for family visitors to enjoy 

their spa together. The theme park can hold up to 7,100 people 

at the same time as well as 23 hot spring pools that mix 

seasonal herbs to the pool. For those who are looking for 

something more extreme, there is a 75 meter wave pool, 110 

meter race slide, 125 meter tube and body slide and more. If you get hungry while playing in the 

water, there is a food court and snack corner as well as waterpark amenities such as six large 

pergolas, 100 parasols, 100 sunbeds. 

 



* Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

    

 
 

Located in Gongju-si, Gongsanseong Fortress is a mountain castle which was established during the 

Baekje Period (234-678). The fortress is more than 2.6 kilometers long at 110 meters above sea 

level. Built using earthen fortifications during the Baekje dynasty, the fortress was strengthened 

during the Joseon dynasty with stones. There are many structures and relics left from the Baekje, 

Goryeo, and Joseon dynasties within the fortress. At the West and East entrances, visitors can enjoy 

a thick forest with the Geumgang River in the background. It is worth the visit for its historical and 

cultural significance, and also for the beautiful view of the Geumgang riverside and the walking 

trail. 

* Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 

 

    

 
 

The Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong (reign 462-523) contains representative 

relics of the Baekje period (234-678). The Songsan-ri Tombs contain the graves of kings from the 



period when Baekje's capital was Gongju, and it is believed to contain 17 such graves. Only seven 

graves have been discovered so far. There are two types of tomb designs, traditional Baekje-style 

rock and earth fortification tomb and Chinese-influenced rock tomb. First five tombs were made 

using the traditional Baekje-style design while tomb number six and the Royal Tomb of King 

Muryeong was made using the Chinese-influenced design. Even though many artifacts were stolen 

from the tombs, the tombs serve as an important evidence of Baekje culture and the foreign 

exchanges during that period.  

 

 

* Baekje Cultural Land 

 

Baekje Cultural Land is the largest history-themed park in 

Korea, built to share the beautiful culture of the Baekje 

Kingdom with the world. The large site is filled with traces of 

Baekje culture. Sabigung Palace is a reconstruction of a real 

royal palace from the Three Kingdoms period. Neungsa Temple, 

a royal temple representing the Baekje period, has been 

recreated according to the real size based on excavation 

research done at the historic site in Neungsan-ri, Buyeo-eup. Just inside Daetongmun Gate is the 

Five-story Stone Pagoda, the most prominent structure in the complex. Wiryeseong Fortress, built 

during the Hanseong Baekje Era, gives a different aspect of Baekje in comparison with Sabigung 

Palace from the Late Baekje Era. A panorama of the complex can be seen from Jehyangnu Pavilion. 

 

 

 

* Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

Busosanseong Fortress is a mud fortress located on top of 

Busosan Mountain (altitude 106 meters) in the northern part of 

Buyeo. The fortress is estimated by some to have been built 

around AD 538 to protect Sabi (now Buyeo), which was once 

the capital of the Baekje kingdom (18 BC-AD 66). Other 

historians, however, believe that the fortress was already in 

place by AD 500 and modified in 605 into the structure we see 

today. In either case, some parts of the fortress were reconstructed during the Unified Silla period 

(676-935) and modified again in the Goryeo (918-1392) and Joseon (1392-1910) eras. 

Busosan Mountain is home to historic landmarks from the Baekje kingdom, including the 

archaeological site in Gwanbuk-ri, located just in front of Buseosanseong Fortress. Within the 

fortress, some of the most famous sites include Baekhwajeong Pavilion, Sajaru Pavilion, Banwollu 

Pavilion, Yeongillu Pavilion, Samchungsa Shrine (dedicated to three loyal subjects of the Baekje 



kingdom), Gungnyeosa Shrine, Goransa Temple, Gunchangji (military warehouse site), and 

Suhyeoljugeoji (site of pit houses for the Baekje soldiers). The mountain is also home to Nakhwaam 

Rock where, according to legend, 3,000 women of the Baekje kingdom threw themselves into the 

river below after the collapse of the empire. 

 

 

* Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

This granite pagoda from the late Baekje period in Buyeo-gun, 

Chungcheongnam-do has been designated a National 

Treasure. It is generally known as the "Baekje Five-story 

Pagoda." As one of two remaining Baekje pagodas, this stone 

pagoda itself is a precious and important artifact that 

established the lineage of Korean stone pagoda patterns. With 

refined and creative features, it exemplifies the beauty and 

elegance that were imitated in the latter-day pagodas. 

 

 

* Buyeo National Museum 

 

Buyeo National Museum was first established by the Buyeo 

Preservation Society in 1929 as a collection of relics and 

artifacts related to the Baekje kingdom. This collection was on 

display at a government building from the Joseon dynasty until 

1970, when a new building was erected on the southern 

foothills of Busosan Mountain. It moved again on August 6, 

1993 to the current location. The museum has four exhibition 

halls and an outdoor exhibit with a total of about 1,000 relics on display. 

 

Seoul highlight & UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo / 3nights 4days  

Pre 6-1.  
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel & Hanok Village stay 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 469,000won ($430) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 



Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast  :     1night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 

1night at Cheonan (1 room for 6 people)  /  1night at Gongju (1 room for 5 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance    8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-30 (San) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cheonan 
 

Cheonan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
 
Drive to Cheonan 
- The Independence Hall of Korea 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : American breakfast 
L : Bibimbap 

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Cheonan 
 
 
 

Asan 
 
 

Gongju 
 
 
 
 

Gongju 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Asan 
- Asan Spavis Waterpark 
 
Drive to Gongju 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju] 
Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress 
Ungjin Baekje Historical Museum 
Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 
 

Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Samgyetang 
(Ginseng Chicken Soup) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 

(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 



Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gongju 
 
 
 

Buyeo 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Buyeo 
- Baekje Cultural Land 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Buyeo] 
Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress 
Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site 

- Buyeo National Museum 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Ssambapjeongsik 

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

Post 6-1. 

 

 
Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 492,000won ($451) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (full schedule) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
    1night at Cheonan (1 room for 6 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  



Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
08-12 (Sat) 

Buan 
 
 

Buyeo 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gongju 
 
 
 
 
 

Cheonan 

[Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp 
 
Drive to Buyeo 
- Baekje Cultural Land 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Buyeo] 
Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress 
Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site 

- Buyeo National Museum 
 
Drive to Gongju 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju] 
Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress 
Ungjin Baekje Historical Museum 
Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 
 

Drive to Cheonan 
Accommodation check in and free time 

 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Cheonan 
 
 
 
 
 

Asan 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- The Independence Hall of Korea 
 
Drive to Asna 
- Asan Spavis Waterpark 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Ssambapjeongsik  

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Gyeongbokgung Palace 
- National Folk Museum 
- Pass by Blue House 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
- Gwangjang Market 
* Free lunch * 

- Hanyangdoseong Seoul City Wall (Museum) 
- Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
- Myeong Dong Shopping Street 
- Namsan Seoul Tower, View of Seoul (including cable car) 
 
Return to accommodation and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free meal 

(Given in cash) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
[08:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- Bukchon Hanok Village 
- Insadong Culture Street (Ssamzigil, Alive Museum, etc...) 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 



1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 3nights 4days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 



* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 

is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-



hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* The Independence Hall of Korea 

 

The Independence Hall of Korea collects, preserves, displays, 

and researches Korean historical documents and relics from the 

past to the present, focusing on the independence movements 

during the Japanese colonial period. The Independence Hall 

officially opened on the anniversary of Independence Day in 

1987 thanks to donations from the public. 

 

 

 

* Asan Spavis Waterpark 

 

Located one hour away from Seoul, Asan Spavis is a theme park 

comprised of a pool for water therapy, kid pool, and an outdoor 

hot spring pool open all year long, for family visitors to enjoy 

their spa together. The theme park can hold up to 7,100 people 

at the same time as well as 23 hot spring pools that mix 

seasonal herbs to the pool. For those who are looking for 

something more extreme, there is a 75 meter wave pool, 110 

meter race slide, 125 meter tube and body slide and more. If you get hungry while playing in the 

water, there is a food court and snack corner as well as waterpark amenities such as six large 

pergolas, 100 parasols, 100 sunbeds. 

 

 



* Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

    

 
 

Located in Gongju-si, Gongsanseong Fortress is a mountain castle which was established during the 

Baekje Period (234-678). The fortress is more than 2.6 kilometers long at 110 meters above sea 

level. Built using earthen fortifications during the Baekje dynasty, the fortress was strengthened 

during the Joseon dynasty with stones. There are many structures and relics left from the Baekje, 

Goryeo, and Joseon dynasties within the fortress. At the West and East entrances, visitors can enjoy 

a thick forest with the Geumgang River in the background. It is worth the visit for its historical and 

cultural significance, and also for the beautiful view of the Geumgang riverside and the walking 

trail. 

* Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 

 

    

 
 

The Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong (reign 462-523) contains representative 

relics of the Baekje period (234-678). The Songsan-ri Tombs contain the graves of kings from the 



period when Baekje's capital was Gongju, and it is believed to contain 17 such graves. Only seven 

graves have been discovered so far. There are two types of tomb designs, traditional Baekje-style 

rock and earth fortification tomb and Chinese-influenced rock tomb. First five tombs were made 

using the traditional Baekje-style design while tomb number six and the Royal Tomb of King 

Muryeong was made using the Chinese-influenced design. Even though many artifacts were stolen 

from the tombs, the tombs serve as an important evidence of Baekje culture and the foreign 

exchanges during that period.  

 

 

* Baekje Cultural Land 

 

Baekje Cultural Land is the largest history-themed park in 

Korea, built to share the beautiful culture of the Baekje 

Kingdom with the world. The large site is filled with traces of 

Baekje culture. Sabigung Palace is a reconstruction of a real 

royal palace from the Three Kingdoms period. Neungsa Temple, 

a royal temple representing the Baekje period, has been 

recreated according to the real size based on excavation 

research done at the historic site in Neungsan-ri, Buyeo-eup. Just inside Daetongmun Gate is the 

Five-story Stone Pagoda, the most prominent structure in the complex. Wiryeseong Fortress, built 

during the Hanseong Baekje Era, gives a different aspect of Baekje in comparison with Sabigung 

Palace from the Late Baekje Era. A panorama of the complex can be seen from Jehyangnu Pavilion. 

 

 

 

* Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

Busosanseong Fortress is a mud fortress located on top of 

Busosan Mountain (altitude 106 meters) in the northern part of 

Buyeo. The fortress is estimated by some to have been built 

around AD 538 to protect Sabi (now Buyeo), which was once 

the capital of the Baekje kingdom (18 BC-AD 66). Other 

historians, however, believe that the fortress was already in 

place by AD 500 and modified in 605 into the structure we see 

today. In either case, some parts of the fortress were reconstructed during the Unified Silla period 

(676-935) and modified again in the Goryeo (918-1392) and Joseon (1392-1910) eras. 

Busosan Mountain is home to historic landmarks from the Baekje kingdom, including the 

archaeological site in Gwanbuk-ri, located just in front of Buseosanseong Fortress. Within the 

fortress, some of the most famous sites include Baekhwajeong Pavilion, Sajaru Pavilion, Banwollu 

Pavilion, Yeongillu Pavilion, Samchungsa Shrine (dedicated to three loyal subjects of the Baekje 



kingdom), Gungnyeosa Shrine, Goransa Temple, Gunchangji (military warehouse site), and 

Suhyeoljugeoji (site of pit houses for the Baekje soldiers). The mountain is also home to Nakhwaam 

Rock where, according to legend, 3,000 women of the Baekje kingdom threw themselves into the 

river below after the collapse of the empire. 

 

 

* Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

This granite pagoda from the late Baekje period in Buyeo-gun, 

Chungcheongnam-do has been designated a National 

Treasure. It is generally known as the "Baekje Five-story 

Pagoda." As one of two remaining Baekje pagodas, this stone 

pagoda itself is a precious and important artifact that 

established the lineage of Korean stone pagoda patterns. With 

refined and creative features, it exemplifies the beauty and 

elegance that were imitated in the latter-day pagodas. 

 

 

* Buyeo National Museum 

 

Buyeo National Museum was first established by the Buyeo 

Preservation Society in 1929 as a collection of relics and 

artifacts related to the Baekje kingdom. This collection was on 

display at a government building from the Joseon dynasty until 

1970, when a new building was erected on the southern 

foothills of Busosan Mountain. It moved again on August 6, 

1993 to the current location. The museum has four exhibition 

halls and an outdoor exhibit with a total of about 1,000 relics on display. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo/ 3nights 

4days  

Pre 6-2.  
 

Itinerare 

Date July 29, 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel & Hanok Village stay 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 463,000won ($425) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 



Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 3, Day 4) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 houre) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast  :      

2night at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  /  1night at Gongju (1 room for 5 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance  
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-29 (Sat) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-31 (Mon) 

Cheonan 
 
 
 

Asan 
 
 

Gongju 
 
 
 
 

Gongju 

Accommodation check out 
[07:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Asan 
- Asan Spavis Waterpark 
 
Drive to Gongju 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju] 
Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress 
Ungjin Baekje Historical Museum 
Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 
 

Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Samgyetang 
(Ginseng Chicken Soup) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 



Day 4 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gongju 
 
 
 

Buyeo 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Buyeo 
- Baekje Cultural Land 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Buyeo] 
Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress 
Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site 

- Buyeo National Museum 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Ssambapjeongsik 

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

4. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
5. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

6. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

4. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

5. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

6. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

Post 6-2. 

 

 
Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 15, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 465,000won (427) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (24 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
    1night at Cheonan (1 room for 6 people) / 2nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 Buan [Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp  



08-12 (Sat)  
 

Buyeo 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gongju 
 
 
 
 
 

Cheonan 

 
Drive to Buyeo 
- Baekje Cultural Land 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Buyeo] 
Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress 
Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site 

- Buyeo National Museum 
 
Drive to Gongju 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju] 
Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress 
Ungjin Baekje Historical Museum 
Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 
 

Drive to Cheonan 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Cheonan 
 
 
 
 
 

Asan 
 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- The Independence Hall of Korea 
 
Drive to Asna 
- Asan Spavis Waterpark 
Drive to Seoul 
 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Ssambapjeongsik  

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 

1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 



1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 4nights 5days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off 

Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza roughly covers an area of 

2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the 

design of traditional Korean bojagi (a colorful wrapping cloth), 

features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is 

colorful yet refined. The plaza also includes a model of 

Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye view of the restored Cheonggyecheon 

Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed commentaries on the 22 bridges that 

span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains that add to the ambience of the area. 

The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream Restoration Project, and also symbolizes 

gathering, harmony, peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be established in Korea, effectively 

incorporating a sightseeing observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, Namsan 



Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea and a 

representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory offers 

an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to become 

one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens as well 

as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the 

tower is the Namsan Cable Car. The cable car began its 

operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 

 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, with shops selling everything from 

clothing and cosmetics to living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. The 

streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, making a walk here quite entertaining. 

Special streets such as ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students preparing for 

university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and Club Street are also must-go places for anyone 



hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place 

where old but precious traditional goods are on display. There 

is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within 

these alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, teahouses, and 

cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and restaurants are the perfect 

complement to the galleries. They are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like 

a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one 



is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Asan Spavis Waterpark 

 

Located one hour away from Seoul, Asan Spavis is a theme park 

comprised of a pool for water therapy, kid pool, and an outdoor 

hot spring pool open all year long, for family visitors to enjoy 

their spa together. The theme park can hold up to 7,100 people 

at the same time as well as 23 hot spring pools that mix 

seasonal herbs to the pool. For those who are looking for 

something more extreme, there is a 75 meter wave pool, 110 

meter race slide, 125 meter tube and body slide and more. If you get hungry while playing in the 

water, there is a food court and snack corner as well as waterpark amenities such as six large 

pergolas, 100 parasols, 100 sunbeds. 

 

 

* Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 



    

 
 

Located in Gongju-si, Gongsanseong Fortress is a mountain castle which was established during the 

Baekje Period (234-678). The fortress is more than 2.6 kilometers long at 110 meters above sea 

level. Built using earthen fortifications during the Baekje dynasty, the fortress was strengthened 

during the Joseon dynasty with stones. There are many structures and relics left from the Baekje, 

Goryeo, and Joseon dynasties within the fortress. At the West and East entrances, visitors can enjoy 

a thick forest with the Geumgang River in the background. It is worth the visit for its historical and 

cultural significance, and also for the beautiful view of the Geumgang riverside and the walking 

trail. 

 

 

* Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 

 

    

 
 

The Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong (reign 462-523) contains representative 

relics of the Baekje period (234-678). The Songsan-ri Tombs contain the graves of kings from the 



period when Baekje's capital was Gongju, and it is believed to contain 17 such graves. Only seven 

graves have been discovered so far. There are two types of tomb designs, traditional Baekje-style 

rock and earth fortification tomb and Chinese-influenced rock tomb. First five tombs were made 

using the traditional Baekje-style design while tomb number six and the Royal Tomb of King 

Muryeong was made using the Chinese-influenced design. Even though many artifacts were stolen 

from the tombs, the tombs serve as an important evidence of Baekje culture and the foreign 

exchanges during that period.  

 

 

 

* Baekje Cultural Land 

 

Baekje Cultural Land is the largest history-themed park in 

Korea, built to share the beautiful culture of the Baekje 

Kingdom with the world. The large site is filled with traces of 

Baekje culture. Sabigung Palace is a reconstruction of a real 

royal palace from the Three Kingdoms period. Neungsa Temple, 

a royal temple representing the Baekje period, has been 

recreated according to the real size based on excavation 

research done at the historic site in Neungsan-ri, Buyeo-eup. Just inside Daetongmun Gate is the 

Five-story Stone Pagoda, the most prominent structure in the complex. Wiryeseong Fortress, built 

during the Hanseong Baekje Era, gives a different aspect of Baekje in comparison with Sabigung 

Palace from the Late Baekje Era. A panorama of the complex can be seen from Jehyangnu Pavilion. 

 

 

* Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

Busosanseong Fortress is a mud fortress located on top of 

Busosan Mountain (altitude 106 meters) in the northern part of 

Buyeo. The fortress is estimated by some to have been built 

around AD 538 to protect Sabi (now Buyeo), which was once 

the capital of the Baekje kingdom (18 BC-AD 66). Other 

historians, however, believe that the fortress was already in 

place by AD 500 and modified in 605 into the structure we see 

today. In either case, some parts of the fortress were reconstructed during the Unified Silla period 

(676-935) and modified again in the Goryeo (918-1392) and Joseon (1392-1910) eras. 

Busosan Mountain is home to historic landmarks from the Baekje kingdom, including the 

archaeological site in Gwanbuk-ri, located just in front of Buseosanseong Fortress. Within the 

fortress, some of the most famous sites include Baekhwajeong Pavilion, Sajaru Pavilion, Banwollu 

Pavilion, Yeongillu Pavilion, Samchungsa Shrine (dedicated to three loyal subjects of the Baekje 



kingdom), Gungnyeosa Shrine, Goransa Temple, Gunchangji (military warehouse site), and 

Suhyeoljugeoji (site of pit houses for the Baekje soldiers). The mountain is also home to Nakhwaam 

Rock where, according to legend, 3,000 women of the Baekje kingdom threw themselves into the 

river below after the collapse of the empire. 

 

 

* Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

This granite pagoda from the late Baekje period in Buyeo-gun, 

Chungcheongnam-do has been designated a National 

Treasure. It is generally known as the "Baekje Five-story 

Pagoda." As one of two remaining Baekje pagodas, this stone 

pagoda itself is a precious and important artifact that 

established the lineage of Korean stone pagoda patterns. With 

refined and creative features, it exemplifies the beauty and 

elegance that were imitated in the latter-day pagodas. 

 

 

* Buyeo National Museum 

 

Buyeo National Museum was first established by the Buyeo 

Preservation Society in 1929 as a collection of relics and 

artifacts related to the Baekje kingdom. This collection was on 

display at a government building from the Joseon dynasty until 

1970, when a new building was erected on the southern 

foothills of Busosan Mountain. It moved again on August 6, 

1993 to the current location. The museum has four exhibition 

halls and an outdoor exhibit with a total of about 1,000 relics on display. 

 

Exploring Seoul freely & UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju, Buyeo / 4nights 

5days 

Pre 6-3.   

 
Itinerare 

Date July 28 2023 ~ Aug 01, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel & Hanok Village stay 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 571,000won ($524) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 



Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 4, Day 5) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (48 houre) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 

3nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people)  /  1night at Gongju (1 room for 5 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance     8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses 

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 
07-28 (Fri) 

 

Incheon 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 
 

Seoul 

[Time undecided] Arrive at Incheon Airport, meet with guide 
★  Departure from Incheon International on the Airport VIP private bus 
exclusively for scout members 
★  Morning Arrival Team - Free tour of the War Memorial of Korea or 
Jogyesa Temple or the Korean History Museum 
 
Drive to Seoul 
- Cheonggyecheon Stream 
- Gwanghwamun Square 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : In-flight meal 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 2 
07-29 (Sat) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 24 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 
 

[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 3 
07-30 (Sun) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 48 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Ssambapjeongsik 

(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 4 
07-31 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 

Asan 
 
 

Gongju 
 
 
 

Gongju 

Accommodation check out 
[07:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
Drive to Asan 
- Asan Spavis Waterpark 
 
Drive to Gongju 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju] 
Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress 
Ungjin Baekje Historical Museum 
Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 

Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Samgyetang 
(Ginseng Chicken Soup) 
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
(Seasoned Fried Chicken) 



Day 5 
08-01 (Tue) 

Gongju 
 
 
 

Buyeo 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buan 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
Drive to Buyeo 
- Baekje Cultural Land 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Buyeo] 
Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress 
Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site 

- Buyeo National Museum 
Drive to Buan 
 
Arrival in Buan, Entering into the Jamboree event place 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Bibimbap  

(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : not included 

Announcement 

7. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
8. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

9. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

7. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

8. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

9. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 

 

Post 6-3. 

 
Itinerare 

Date Aug 12, 2023 ~ Aug 16, 2023 (3nights 4days) 

Accommodation Youth hostel 

No. of people / 

Nationality 
Multinational (40 people per bus) 

Cost /  

per person 

40 people - 573,000won ($526) / per person 
* If the number of people changes, the tour cost will change. 

Included 

1. English-speaking guide (Day 1, Day 2) 
2. Vehicle (45 seats) / driver's fee, toll fee, parking fee 
   Operate a separate luggage transport vehicle in addition to the boarding bus 
3. Meals (3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners) at local restaurant - budget of 10,000won per person 
4. Entrance fees, Discover Seoul Pass (48 hours) 
5. Accommodation / including breakfast 
   1night at Cheonan (1 room for 6 people) / 3nights at Seoul (1 room for 2 people) 
6. Luggage truck (personal luggage-carrier, etc.) when moving to the accommodation area 
7. Travel insurance 
8. Taxes 

Not Included Personal expenses, All out-of-schedule expenses  

Date Location Detail Meal 

Day 1 Buan [Time undecided] Gathering after leaving the Jamboree Camp  



08-12 (Sat)  
 

Buyeo 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gongju 
 
 
 
 
 

Cheonan 

 
Drive to Buyeo 
- Baekje Cultural Land 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Buyeo] 
Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress 
Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site 

- Buyeo National Museum 
 
Drive to Gongju 
- Baekje Historic Areas [UNESCO World Heritage City, Gongju] 
Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress 
Ungjin Baekje Historical Museum 
Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 
 

Drive to Cheonan 
Accommodation check in and free time 

L : Bibimbap 
(Rice Mixed with 
Vegetables and Beef) 

D : Bulgogi 
(Grilled Marinated Beef) 

Day 2 
08-13 (Sun) 

Cheonan 
 
 
 
 
 

Asan 
 

Seoul 

Accommodation check out 
[09:00] Meet guide at the accommodation 
 
- The Independence Hall of Korea 
 
Drive to Asna 
- Asan Spavis Waterpark 
Drive to Seoul 
Accommodation check in and free time 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : Jjimdak 

(Braised Chicken) 

Day 3 
08-14 (Mon) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 72 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
L : Ssambapjeongsik  
(Rice with Leaf Wraps) 

Day 4 
08-15 (Tue) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seoul 

[09:00] Depart from the accommodation 
 
- Explore Seoul freely through patrol (Discover Seoul Pass) 
Let's design a special trip. 
If you create your own itinerary for each individual or team and explore 
Seoul, this trip will remain as a good memory for you for a long time. 
* Discover Seoul Pass is the Seoul’s first “free pass” available 
 for 72 hours. 
* Using the pass, you can visit Seoul's representative tourist  
attractions for free and enjoy various discount benefits in  
areas such as transportation, shopping and performance. 

 
[17:00] Return to accommodation  

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Free choice  

(cash provided)  
D : Yangnyeom chicken 
 (Seasoned Fried Chicken) 

Day 5 
08-16 (Wed) 

Seoul 
 
 
 
 

Incheon 

Accommodation check out 
- Morning free time 
[Time undecided] Gathering at the accommodation lobby 
 
Drive to Incheon International Airport 
Farewell after arriving at Incheon International Airport 

B : Korean breakfast 
L : Galbitang  

(Short Rib Soup) 
D : not included 

Announcement 



1. This schedule is subject to change in 2023 depending on local circumstances. 
2. As of Aug. 2021, price rise factors (attraction entrance fee, meal expense, transportation expense, etc.) occurred, and the price can 

be changed up to 5%. In the case of price change, reasons for the price change and the changed price will be informed to each 
person who reserved. 

3. The schedule may be changed in accordance with the arrival and departure in the applicants’ nation (flight schedule) and local 
circumstances. 

Specialized Service 

1. Provision of the 『Scout’s Friendship and Meeting Opportunity』 that supports continuous meeting 

1) ‘Scout Night’: Camp Fire, Traditional Cultural Performance, Badge Exchange 

2. The 『Healthy and Safe Tour』 supported by the Korean Government 

1) Prior check of food hygiene of the visiting places and constant stand-by of police and 119 

2) Safe Trip Insurance service for foreigners exclusively 

3. A 『Comfortable Trip』 in which you can see, learn, and enjoy leisurely. 

1) One-stop service for the moving irport~attractions~Jamboree event hall and joining the event 

2) Accommodation: 2~3 star hotel level public training centers, college dormitories, and hotels  

3) Experience programs possible only in the most Korean 

 
※ If a member country requests, separate discussions over the 2nights 3days or 3nights 4days schedule may be possible. 

 
 

 Destination▶  

 

* Gyeongbokgung Palace  

Built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is commonly referred to 

as the Northern Palace because its location is furthest north 

when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung 

(Eastern Palace) and Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace). 

Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces. 

Remarkably, the most representative edifices of the Joseon 

dynasty, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion and the pond around Hyangwonjeong Pavilion have remained 

relatively intact. The raised dias and stone markers of Geunjeongjeon showcase the representative 

art style of their time. The National Palace Museum of Korea is located south of Heungnyemun 

Gate, and the National Folk Museum is located on the eastern side of Hyangwonjeong Pavillion. 

 

 

* Cheonggyecheon Stream 

Cheonggyecheon Stream starts from Cheonggye Plaza, just off Sejong-ro Avenue. Cheonggye Plaza 

roughly covers an area of 2,500 square meters, and is located at the starting point of 

Cheonggyecheon Stream. The square, created based on the design of traditional Korean bojagi (a 

colorful wrapping cloth), features the elegant beauty of traditional stonework that is colorful yet 

refined. The plaza also includes a model of Cheonggyecheon that provides visitors with a bird's-eye 

view of the restored Cheonggyecheon Stream. At the plaza, there are plaques that provide detailed 

commentaries on the 22 bridges that span the stream, as well as a number of graceful fountains 

that add to the ambience of the area. The area commemorates the Cheonggyecheon Stream 



Restoration Project, and also symbolizes gathering, harmony, 

peace, and unity. 

 

 

* Namsan Seoul Tower 

Namsan Seoul Tower was the first multipurpose tower to be 

established in Korea, effectively incorporating a sightseeing 

observatory to a broadcasting tower. For the past 40 years, 

Namsan Seoul Tower has served as an iconic landmark of Korea 

and a representative tourist attraction. The tower's observatory 

offers an unobstructed view of the whole city, allowing it to 

become one of the all-time favorite attractions of Seoul citizens 

as well as domestic and international tourists. Another highlight of the tower is the Namsan Cable 

Car. The cable car began its operation in 1962, transferring passengers from the foot of the 

mountain to the base of the tower. Shuttle buses to the Namsan Cable Car from downtown Seoul 

are also available for visitors' convenience. 

* Lotte World 

    

 
Operated by Lotte Group, Lotte World is the perfect spot for entertainment and sightseeing for 

Koreans and international tourists alike. The theme park is divided into the indoor Lotte World 

Adventure, and the outdoor lakeside Magic Island, with additional amenities including a shopping 

mall, folk museum, ice rink, hotel, and more. 

Lotte World Adventure is the world's largest indoor amusement park, complete with top-of-the-line 

rides, fantastic parades and performances, and food from around the world. The Folk Museum 

displays miniature models of Korea throughout 5,000 years in history. Lotte World Garden Stage 

presents various themed musicals to match each season and Lotte World Star Avenue is the perfect 

place to experience Korean stars and the entertainment world. 



 

* Hongdae street 

Hongdae is a neighborhood known for its youthful ambience, 

with shops selling everything from clothing and cosmetics to 

living goods and books, as well as unique cafés and restaurants. 

The streets are also filled with buskers and dance performances, 

making a walk here quite entertaining. Special streets such as 

ateliers’ street (lined with private institutions for art students 

preparing for university entrance exams), Picasso’s Street, and 

Club Street are also must-go places for anyone hoping to fully experience the Hongdae area. 

 

* Gyeongui Line Forest Road 

Gyeongui Line Forest Trail is Seoul’s answer to the global trend 

of reinterpreted railway. Covering a 6.3-kilometer stretch of the 

old Gyeongui Line, it runs from Gajwa Station in northwestern 

Seoul towards Seoul Station in Yongsan-gu Ward, terminating 

near Hyochang Park Station. The ideal length for a weekend 

afternoon stroll, the trail offers a novel perspective on the city 

that mushroomed around and along the railway in the 

turbulent century of its lifetime. 

Beyond the realm of Public Space for Citizens, the forest trail continues. Landscaping work on the 

trail began in 2011 and was only completed earlier this year, so there’s still a freshly transplanted 

feel to the vegetation, the pine and oak trees buttressed at the waist by wooden beams. But the 

lack of major roads on each side of the narrow strip provides a relaxing ambience, offering glimpses 

straight into quiet residential neighborhoods where some surprisingly old houses remain. 

* Bukchon Hanok Village 

Surrounded by Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung 

Palace and Jongmyo Shrine, Bukchon Hanok Village is home to 

hundreds of traditional houses, called hanok, that date back to 

the Joseon dynasty. The name Bukchon, which literally 

translates to "northern village," came about as the 

neighborhood lies north of two significant Seoul landmarks, 

Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these 

hanoks operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with 

an opportunity to experience, learn and immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture. As 

Bukchon Hanok Village is an actual neighborhood with people's homes, visitors are advised to be 

respectful at all times while looking around. 

 

* Insadong Culture Street 

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place where old but precious traditional 



goods are on display. There is one main road in Insa-dong with 

alleys on each side. Within these alleys are galleries, traditional 

restaurants, teahouses, and cafes. 

The galleries are the heartbeat of Insa-dong. There are about 

100 galleries in the area offering every example of traditional 

Korean fine art from paintings to sculptures. The teahouses and 

restaurants are the perfect complement to the galleries. They 

are hidden deep within the twisting alleyways, making it feel like a treasure hunt. The shops in Insa-

dong are very popular among all age groups, because each one is unique. 

Every Saturday, the main street is blocked to vehicular traffic and it becomes a cultural space. There 

are traditional performances and exhibits as well. Insa-dong is especially popular among 

international tourists. This is where they can experience and see traditional Korean culture first-

hand, and also purchase pieces of fine art. 

Ssamzigil, a shopping mall specializing in crafts that opened on 

December 18, 2004, has been called the "New Insa-dong within 

Insa-dong." The many shops gathered here sell everything from 

luxury traditional crafts to modern artworks that still manage to 

convey Korean charm in their designs. The mall also has a food 

court with restaurants and cafes selling popular Korean dishes. 

 

With an area over 1,280 ㎡, Alive Museum is located in Insa-

dong, a neighborhood known for its mixture of historical and 

modern atmosphere. Exhibitions include optical illusion art, 

digital media, and more. Over 100 pieces are on display at the 

exhibition halls on basement levels 1 and 2. Opened on March 

6, 2014, Alive Museum infuses and modernizes the concept of 

art into something fun, engaging and highly educational. 

* Asan Spavis Waterpark 

 

Located one hour away from Seoul, Asan Spavis is a theme park 

comprised of a pool for water therapy, kid pool, and an outdoor 

hot spring pool open all year long, for family visitors to enjoy 

their spa together. The theme park can hold up to 7,100 people 

at the same time as well as 23 hot spring pools that mix 

seasonal herbs to the pool. For those who are looking for 

something more extreme, there is a 75 meter wave pool, 110 

meter race slide, 125 meter tube and body slide and more. If you get hungry while playing in the 

water, there is a food court and snack corner as well as waterpark amenities such as six large 

pergolas, 100 parasols, 100 sunbeds. 

 



 

 

* Gongju Gongsanseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

    

 
 

Located in Gongju-si, Gongsanseong Fortress is a mountain castle which was established during the 

Baekje Period (234-678). The fortress is more than 2.6 kilometers long at 110 meters above sea 

level. Built using earthen fortifications during the Baekje dynasty, the fortress was strengthened 

during the Joseon dynasty with stones. There are many structures and relics left from the Baekje, 

Goryeo, and Joseon dynasties within the fortress. At the West and East entrances, visitors can enjoy 

a thick forest with the Geumgang River in the background. It is worth the visit for its historical and 

cultural significance, and also for the beautiful view of the Geumgang riverside and the walking 

trail. 

 

 

* Gongju Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong 

 

    



 
 

The Songsan-ri Tombs and Royal Tomb of King Muryeong (reign 462-523) contains representative 

relics of the Baekje period (234-678). The Songsan-ri Tombs contain the graves of kings from the 

period when Baekje's capital was Gongju, and it is believed to contain 17 such graves. Only seven 

graves have been discovered so far. There are two types of tomb designs, traditional Baekje-style 

rock and earth fortification tomb and Chinese-influenced rock tomb. First five tombs were made 

using the traditional Baekje-style design while tomb number six and the Royal Tomb of King 

Muryeong was made using the Chinese-influenced design. Even though many artifacts were stolen 

from the tombs, the tombs serve as an important evidence of Baekje culture and the foreign 

exchanges during that period.  

 

 

 

* Baekje Cultural Land 

 

Baekje Cultural Land is the largest history-themed park in 

Korea, built to share the beautiful culture of the Baekje 

Kingdom with the world. The large site is filled with traces of 

Baekje culture. Sabigung Palace is a reconstruction of a real 

royal palace from the Three Kingdoms period. Neungsa Temple, 

a royal temple representing the Baekje period, has been 

recreated according to the real size based on excavation 

research done at the historic site in Neungsan-ri, Buyeo-eup. Just inside Daetongmun Gate is the 

Five-story Stone Pagoda, the most prominent structure in the complex. Wiryeseong Fortress, built 

during the Hanseong Baekje Era, gives a different aspect of Baekje in comparison with Sabigung 

Palace from the Late Baekje Era. A panorama of the complex can be seen from Jehyangnu Pavilion. 

 

 

* Gwanbuk-ri Archeological Site & Busosanseong Fortress [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

Busosanseong Fortress is a mud fortress located on top of Busosan Mountain (altitude 106 meters) 

in the northern part of Buyeo. The fortress is estimated by some to have been built around AD 538 

to protect Sabi (now Buyeo), which was once the capital of the Baekje kingdom (18 BC-AD 66). 

Other historians, however, believe that the fortress was already in place by AD 500 and modified in 



605 into the structure we see today. In either case, some parts 

of the fortress were reconstructed during the Unified Silla 

period (676-935) and modified again in the Goryeo (918-1392) 

and Joseon (1392-1910) eras. 

Busosan Mountain is home to historic landmarks from the 

Baekje kingdom, including the archaeological site in Gwanbuk-

ri, located just in front of Buseosanseong Fortress. Within the 

fortress, some of the most famous sites include Baekhwajeong Pavilion, Sajaru Pavilion, Banwollu 

Pavilion, Yeongillu Pavilion, Samchungsa Shrine (dedicated to three loyal subjects of the Baekje 

kingdom), Gungnyeosa Shrine, Goransa Temple, Gunchangji (military warehouse site), and 

Suhyeoljugeoji (site of pit houses for the Baekje soldiers). The mountain is also home to Nakhwaam 

Rock where, according to legend, 3,000 women of the Baekje kingdom threw themselves into the 

river below after the collapse of the empire. 

 

 

* Five-story Stone Pagoda at Jeongnimsa Temple Site [UNESCO World Heritage] 

 

This granite pagoda from the late Baekje period in Buyeo-gun, 

Chungcheongnam-do has been designated a National 

Treasure. It is generally known as the "Baekje Five-story 

Pagoda." As one of two remaining Baekje pagodas, this stone 

pagoda itself is a precious and important artifact that 

established the lineage of Korean stone pagoda patterns. With 

refined and creative features, it exemplifies the beauty and 

elegance that were imitated in the latter-day pagodas. 

 

 

* Buyeo National Museum 

 

Buyeo National Museum was first established by the Buyeo 

Preservation Society in 1929 as a collection of relics and 

artifacts related to the Baekje kingdom. This collection was on 

display at a government building from the Joseon dynasty until 

1970, when a new building was erected on the southern 

foothills of Busosan Mountain. It moved again on August 6, 

1993 to the current location. The museum has four exhibition 

halls and an outdoor exhibit with a total of about 1,000 relics on display. 

 


